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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Mentor was a character in Homer's Odyssey. As a trusted fiiend. Mentor guided, 

tutored, and protected the King's son. This fictitious character inspired the concept we 

know as mentoring (Alexander, 1992; Hall & Sandler, 1983; Hill, Bahniuk, & Dobos, 

1989; Hunt & Michael, 1983; Sands, Parsons & Duane, 1991; Swoboda & Millar, 1986; 

Wright, 1992). Despite origins in fiction, mentoring now affects almost every aspect of 

society from inner-city youth to top corporate management. Everything from history to 

popular culture has provided many examples of successful mentoring from Socrates and 

Plato, Freud and Jung to a more popular duo, Yoda and Luke Skywalker (Merriam, 1983; 

Luna & Cullen, 1995). The mentor/protege relationship has proved its value to our 

society. Given the pervasiveness of mentoring, it comes as no surprise that organizations, 

along with many other facets of society, have sought to hamess the potential mentoring 

delivers. 

Hall and Sandler (1983) discussed the role of Mentor and its more global concept 

in the twentieth century, "mentor's instruction goes far beyond the teaching of specific 

skills: it encompasses personal, professional, and civic development—development of the 

whole person to full capacity, and integration of that person into the existing hierarchy 

through socialization to its norms and expectations" (p. 3). Hall and Sandler maintain 

that mentoring has proved itself a helpful tool for anyone wanting to advance his or her 



career. Alignment with someone who can provide initial orientation in a career and 

subsequently foster an individual's growth in that career has become crucial to 

professional success. Halcomb (1980) claims that "to have a mentor is to be among the 

blessed. Not to have one is to be damned to eternal oblivion, or at least to a mid-level 

status" (p. 13). Mentoring is so popular it has spawned such tides as "Everyone Who 

Makes it Has a Mentor" and has even been elevated to the level of Shakespeare in the 

article "Much Ado About Mentoring." 

Much of the same praise given mentoring discussed above applies to mentoring in 

the academic context. In particular, mentoring has come to play a crucial role in the 

professional advancement of women through the ranks of academia. Mentoring is critical 

in this context given the underrepresentation of women in higher echelons of academia 

(Basow & Silberg, 1987; Bennett, 1982; Hawkins, 1993; Kierstead, D'Agostino, & Dill, 

1988; Lueck, Endres, & Caplan, 1993; Sandler, 1991; Thoreson, Kardash, Leuthold, & 

Morrow, 1990). Mentoring can provide a woman in academia with a professional and 

personal cornerstone upon which to build a successful career equivalent to her male 

counterparts. 

Given the potential mentoring holds, this study examines how mentoring occurs 

and the ways communication functions in a mentoring relationship. In other words, a 

functional mentoring relationship is based on two or more individuals who communicate 

in a manner that is beneficial to both parties. This study identifies the aspects of 

communication that provide a beneficial foimdation for communication in a mentoring 



relationship. Specifically, this research qualitatively examines the perspectives of the 

administrators, mentors, and the proteges involved in a mentoring program. Information 

gained from this study could be used to enhance mentoring relationships, thereby 

frirthering the interests of women in academia. 

Rationale 

In 1984, Kritek proclaimed, "I have elected to interrupt this polite silence 

[referring to academic sexismj and present these arguments because their influence is 

disturbing" (p. 56). As the literature review will demonstrate, the silence of which Kritek 

speaks has been interrupted by a number of studies, which focus on women and the need 

for mentoring in academia. The conclusions drawn from the literature review will 

indicate that the academic environment for female faculty is inequitable and suggest 

mentoring as one viable option for improving the condition of women competing in a 

male-dominated profession. 

Parker and Kram (1993) studied barriers women face in career advancement. As a 

result of their study, they suggested, "if women could connect [with each other], many of 

the negative attributions [women face in their quest for promotion] would be refiited and 

mutual support could be developed" (p. 47). This powerfiil suggestion indicates 

mentoring programs could be designed in a manner that would allow women to connect 

with other women. This connection could provide women with an opportunity to have 

the problems they face in their search for promotion minimized. 



Almost three decades ago, Orth and Jacobs (1971) recognized "an insidious cycle 

results: women do not advance rapidly partially because they lack the valuable insights 

successfiil businesswomen could give them - and of course, because the problem exists, 

there are few women who can become the ego ideal for younger women" (p. 146). 

Although the quote is dated, this notion is still quite valid today, especially in academia. 

With increasing numbers of women in the lower ranks of academia (Bronstein & 

Famsworth, 1998; Bronstein et al., 1986; Hawkins, 1993; Mall, 1986; "Not so bad," 

1996; Rausch et al., 1989; Russell, 1991) and the challenges women face as they seek 

tenure and/or promotion, it is crucial to explore mentoring as it pertains to women in their 

quest for academic success. The research almost universally agrees that mentoring is 

beneficial to women in terms of career advancement in academia. However, previous 

research has not explored what role communication plays in mentoring relationships. For 

example, Bartenuk et al. (1997) and Limbert (1995) each conducted a qualitative study 

specific to one university's mentoring program. While these results were obtained 

through a research method similar to the one used in this thesis, the results are quite 

different from what this thesis seeks to accomplish. These authors focused, respectively, 

on the conditions necessary for effective mentoring to occur and on which type of 

mentoring program is most beneficial for women. While such concepts clearly help us 

understand particular conditions of mentoring and the benefits of one type of mentoring 

over another, they do not get at the core concept of how mentoring occurs and what role 

communication plays in the relationships formed. Also, research has pointed out 



different roles and frmctions frilfilled by mentors (Dansky, 1996; Kram & Isabella, 1985; 

Sands et al., 1991; Shapiro et al., 1978). However, this information only provides the 

definition of a particular role without providing any insight into the communicative 

aspect of mentoring. Consequently, because a gap exists in the research in terms of the 

role that communication plays in mentoring relationships, this thesis provides insight into 

how communication fiinctions in mentoring relationships. 

As communication scholars, our discipline studies different aspects of 

communication. Since mentoring relationships rely upon communication between a 

mentor and protege as a primary tool, it is critical to explore effective communication in a 

mentoring relationship. The only studies to date that isolate any form of communication 

fiinction for analysis in mentoring relationships are Blackburn et al. (1981), Ray (1993), 

and Scandura's (1998) research exploring dysfimctional communication. While these 

authors looked at communication in its dysfunctional state, this thesis explores the 

functional aspect of communication in mentoring relationships. Additionally, while a 

number of studies have used qualitative methods and focused on the benefits mentoring 

provides to women, no study has undertaken an analysis of how communication functions 

in mentoring relationships. Further, this study utilizes the triangulation method through a 

variety of in-depth research methods of which no study to date looking at mentoring and 

the benefits provided to women has used. 

Levinson et al. (1978) stated that "poor mentoring in early adulthood is the 

equivalent of poor parenting in childhood" (p. 338). Women beginning careers in 



academia need viable mentoring programs for proper career development. Recent figures 

from a large public university in the southwest, which is the focus of this study, indicate 

that in 1998, there were 446 tenured male faculty members compared to 95 tenured 

females, which is consistent with national statistics (e.g.. Not so bad, 1996; Russell, 

1991). Since 1991, The College of Arts and Sciences at this university has offered a 

mentoring program to its female faculty members. As will be presented in the literature 

review, research indicates that, despite low numbers of women in postsecondary 

education, women are more prevalent in liberal arts programs. Therefore, it should be 

noted that ironically, mentoring programs are not available in colleges and departments at 

this institution where women are more scarce (e.g., engineering, business, etc.). 

Accordingly, it is critical to examine the existing mentoring program for a better 

understanding of how it works, if it is beneficial, and what, if any, improvements could 

be made. The purpose of this thesis is to provide new evidence about the mentoring 

program at a large public university in the southwest for a better understanding of how 

communication functions in the most effective way in order to benefit female faculty 

members on the campus. Further, this information provides evidence in a more global 

context of how mentoring benefits women in their desire for academic success. 

The following research question was designed to guide the study: what role does 

communication play in the mentoring relationship? 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The academic literature pertaining to mentoring spans nearly three decades. 

Mentoring is a popular concept which has been explored in many contexts such as 

psychological development, organizational research, and academia. Initial discussions of 

mentoring began in the 1970s and addressed the psychological development of adult men. 

The concept of mentoring then evolved to focus on the developmental needs of 

employees for success in businesses and organizations. More recently, mentoring has 

appeared in the literature on education, in terms of both student and faculty development. 

This literature review is organized in the same fashion as the development of the research, 

with first a general look at mentoring and adult development, then a discussion of 

mentoring in the organizational context, and finally the focus turns toward mentoring in 

the academic context. After exploring mentoring at its most general level in the various 

contexts, this review looks at specific mentoring concepts discussed by researchers across 

all the contexts. Another important aspect of the literature review is the nature of women 

in academia and why women need an avenue such as mentoring for assistance in 

academe. Finally, this chapter concludes with a discussion of the mentoring literature as 

it specifically pertains to women. While the concept of development in mentoring has 

remained consistent (development of adult men, development of employees, and 



development of students and faculty), the context in which development has been adapted 

is ever broadening. 

Research about Mentoring in Adult Development 

The current conception of mentoring varies widely, but generally involves one 

individual helping and fostering the growth of another individual. Accordingly, it is not 

difficult to trace the genesis of mentoring to adult development when we explore the 

literature of authors in the 1970s dealing with the physical and psychological 

development of men (Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson, & McKee, 1978; Sheehy, 

1974; Vaillant, 1977a). Such authors were attempting to identify the transitional stages 

men undergo in development from childhood to adulthood. These authors discovered 

that a mentor plays a crucial role in the development of young adults. 

While the majority of the early mentoring literature focused on men, the first 

critical study of this decade focused on the psychological development of women. 

Sheehy (1974) explored adult development, particularly how it pertained to women, and 

revealed the stages of development a young person experiences, which ultimately include 

the need for a mentor. For example, Sheehy described one specific stage, the stage of 

exploration, as a developmental stage in which a young person in his or her twenties 

detaches from his or her parents. Sheehy stated, "as the need to de-glorify the parents 

becomes pressing, an impetus builds to replace them with heroes and heroines" (p. 61). 

A youthful mind creates personal fictions in the detachment phase from parents; however, 
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heroes and heroines provide a much more tangible basis for development than the 

inherently personal nature of ideas and dreams. In their development, an individual looks 

to these heroes and heroines for some semblance of guidance through an otherwise 

difficult life transition. Sheehy's focus on women introduces potential complications to 

the mentoring relationship that were not part of subsequent work by Vaillant (1977a) or 

Levinson et al. (1978). Sexual attraction becomes one such issue. Sheehy stated, 

When a man becomes interested in guiding and advising a younger 
women, there is usually an erotic interest that goes along with i t . . . the 
women may have a difficult time finding her own equilibrium because her 
professional, emotional, and sexual nourishment are all piped in from the 
same person, (p. 132) 

Sheehy (1974) described a bind that women potentially face in their relationships 

with male mentors. On the one hand women desire career advancement. On the other 

hand, when a man becomes her mentor she risks sexual involvement, which can impair 

her psychological development and chances for advancement. Sheehy's insightful 

contribution to the mentoring literature focused attention towards the function of women 

in mentoring relationships. However, this branch of study would he dormant for some 

time while focus on men remained at the forefront of research. 

Vaillant (1977a) explored young men and their transition to adulthood in his book 

Adaptation to Life. This book was based on Vaillant's study of 95 men who graduated 

from Harvard in the years 1942, 1943, and 1944. This longitudinal study, rooted in a 

psychological perspective, set out to explain and measure the mental health of men based 

on the participants' post graduate level of achievement, both in scenarios that provided 



the best examples of success and the worst examples of defeat. Vaillant (1977b) 

confirmed "there are patterns and rhythms to a man's life cycle" (p. 37). Further, Vaillant 

(1977a) stated that "studying the lives of ninety-five healthy men, this book has focused 

on their maturation, their adaptive styles, and their external adjustment" (p. 349). 

Although Vaillant never specifically used the term "mentor," he explicitly described the 

role that corresponds to such a person as evidenced by the following passage: "what 

makes or breaks our luck seems to be the continued interaction between our choice of 

adaptive mechanisms and our sustained relationships with other people" (Vaillant, 1977b, 

p. 368). In that passage, Vaillant expressed the notion that a continuum is created in the 

process of maturation. Specifically, men continually adapt to life while simultaneously 

being involved in relationships that affect what choices are made. A mentoring 

relationship becomes a part of this continuum by providing support to an individual to 

assist in the choices to be made, hopefully providing the protege with beneficial advice 

and guidance. Previously in the book Vaillant stated, " . . . during their adult lives, the 

critical persons associated with shifts in adaptive styles were usually close friends, wives, 

and psychotherapists" (1977a, p. 339). Again, he clearly maintained that relationships, 

primarily with people who are influential in a man's life, assist in adaptive changes. 

These relationships become support structures for a man throughout his adult 

development. Vaillant (1977a) reiterated through his writings that people who occupy 

the position of a close relationship are guiding an individual through choices that must be 

made. The close relationships that act as an influential support structure are fulfilled by 
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those who would eventually be called mentors~in general, persons who foster the growth 

of another. 

Levinson et al. (1978) expounded upon Vaillant's ideas of the importance of close 

relationships in growth. Their work is heavily cited in the mentoring literature as it is 

considered a landmark study. Levinson et al. coined the term "mentor" and associated it 

with an individual who performs a specific role in a man's life. The development of a 

man, according to Levinson et al., passes through three early phases consisting of "early 

aduh transition, entering the aduh world, [and] the age thirty transition" (p. 97). The 

authors stated "the mentor relationship is one of the most complex, and developmentally 

important, a man can have in early adulthood" (p. 97). Compared to Valliant (1977a) 

who merely stated the importance of close relationships, Levinson et al. specified that a 

mentor is the most beneficial person in the development of a yoimg man. Levinson et 

al.'s concept of mentoring is more congruent with modem connotations of mentoring. 

However, it is pertinent to discuss the specific guidelines and implications these authors 

set forth in their definition of a mentor. The following phrases are used by Levinson et 

al. to describe the requirements for being a mentor: 

. . . [The mentor is] a person of greater experience and seniority in the 
world the young man is entering... the mentor is a transitional figure . . . 
[a] mixture of parent and friend . . . [who is] roughly eight to fifteen years 
older . . . [This relationship] lasts perhaps two or three years on average, 
eight to ten years at most. (pp. 97-100) 

In addition to these attributes, Levinson et al. (1978) expressed several roles the 

mentor fulfills in an individual's early adult life: teacher, sponsor, host, guide, exemplar. 
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and counselor. With its detailed guidelines for a mentor, this work provided a foimdation 

for research on mentoring. Subsequent research took one of two paths in regard to 

Levinson et al.'s definition of mentoring: research either adopted the narrow definition of 

mentoring, or it broadened the definition creating a more inclusive definition of 

mentoring. Merriam (1983) brought attention to the various definitions of mentoring 

existent in current research. She cautioned that these definitions of mentoring should be 

considered when reviewing the literature. Merriam stated, "clearly how mentoring is 

defined determines the extent of mentoring found . . . mentors in the classical sense 

[using Levinson et al.'s definition] are relatively rare. When thought of as a 'sponsor' or 

'helper,' [expanding Levinson et al's definition] mentoring is common" (p. 166). This 

quote from Merriam clarifies the important concept that the operational definition of 

mentoring used for a particular study necessarily impacts the results found. With this 

information, it is important for researchers to identify the particular definition they 

choose to utilize and credit this issue as a plausible limitation in their research. 

Research about Mentoring in the Organizational Context 

After the psychological development field of literature seemed saturated, the 

concept of mentoring migrated into the organizational setting where it blossomed and 

continues to thrive. Regarding the organizational literature on mentoring, Scandura 

(1998) stated "the mentoring literature is an excellent example of the interplay of 

qualitative and quantitative methodology in the investigation of an organizational 
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process" (p. 450). The research on mentoring in the organizational context covers 

everything from the benefits for proteges and types of mentoring programs, to how to 

implement an effective mentoring program. 

There is overwhelming agreement that mentoring relationships in an 

organizational context are inherently beneficial for the mentor, the protege and the 

organization itself (Baugh, Lankau, & Scandura, 1996; Burke, 1984; Chao, Walz, & 

Gardner, 1992; Fagenson, 1988; Hunt & Michael, 1983; Keele & Schaefer, 1984; Noe, 

1988a; Zey, 1988). Fagenson (1988) stated, "mentored individuals reported having more 

organizational policy influence, greater access to important people, and greater resource 

power than nonmentored individuals" (p. 189). Chao et al. (1992) reported similar 

conclusions in their study wherein mentored individuals reported significantly more 

organizational socialization, job satisfaction and higher salaries than nonmentored 

individuals. Further, Hall and Sandler (1983) itemized benefits to the mentor such as 

personal satisfaction, ideas and feedback on personal projects from the protege, and 

increased power and visibility based on the protege's success. With both mentor and 

protege benefiting from the mentoring relationship, naturally the organization itself will 

benefit. Accordingly, Hall and Sandler mentioned specific benefits to the organization 

which consist of "increased productivity . . . [and] cooperation and cohesiveness" (p. 3). 

Zey (1988) echoes these benefits and added others to his list including retainment, 

attainment, and an open line of communication for the organization. Clearly, the 
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potential for a protege's career advancement is not an isolated benefit of mentoring. Both 

mentors and organizations benefit from mentoring as well. 

The genesis of research in the organizational context began with Roche (1979). 

As the President and Chief Executive Officer of the International Management 

Consulting Firm, Roche wrote the article "Much Ado About Mentoring." To explore this 

hot topic, Roche decided to study executives in his firm. His conclusion was, "taken 

together, these findings lead me to believe that the number of these one-on-one 

relationships has increased during the 1960's and 1970's. As the pace of change in 

business continues, I think mentoring will become even more important in accelerating 

the learning curve of yoimg executives" (p. 28). Roche was correct in assuming that a 

wave of mentoring promotion was ensuing. It caught on quickly as future research 

explored numerous facets of mentoring. 

Types of Mentoring 

During the decade following Roche's (1979) initial look at mentoring in the 

organizational context, researchers explored different types of mentoring in search of 

which types were most beneficial for career advancement in organizations. Zey (1985), 

Noe (1988a), and Chao et al. (1992) explored the difference between formal and informal 

mentoring. Zey provided a "how to" article suggesting ways for businesses to implement 

formal mentoring programs. One suggestion Zey made was that any goals of mentoring 

programs should be achieved in six months, thereby claiming that no mentoring program 
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should last more than six months. Additionally, Zey cited one goal of a formal mentor 

program was to "help corporations meet their affirmative action mandate" (p. 53). Zey 

said this is accomplished when mentoring is utilized for women and minorities who 

traditionally have difficulty finding senior mentors. In another study, Noe stated "the 

characteristics [sponsorship, coaching, protection] of the assigned [formal] mentor 

program may be more important determinants of the success of the assigned mentoring 

relationship" (p. 473). In other words, Noe claimed that formal mentoring is based on 

solely career-related characteristics as opposed to non career-related characteristics such 

as counseling or fiiendship. With those definitions in place, Noe's argument is that the 

career-related support associated with formal mentoring is more beneficial to a protege 

than non career-related support. Noe further discussed that organizations should require 

weekly meetings between the formally assigned mentor and protege. This required 

access to the mentor provides the protege with the needed support and interactions to 

make the relationship worthwhile. Noe stated a high profile mentor is an individual who 

has the capacity to further the career of his or her protege through promoting the 

protege's work, introducing the protege to key individuals, and assigning the protege to 

important projects. Noe argued that even if a mentor is high profile, which would appear 

to be of greater benefit to the protege, if the mentor is not available to the protege and 

does not offer such services, then there is no benefit to the protege. Accordingly, 

organizations should bear the responsibility of ensuring mentor availability in formal 

mentoring programs. 
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Chao et al. (1992) concluded through empirical evidence that the distinction 

between formal and informal mentoring was not nearly as significant as the distinction 

between mentored and nonmentored individuals. However, these authors noted that 

proteges who were mentored in an informal mentoring relationship reported receiving 

more career-related support than proteges who were mentored in formal mentoring 

relationships. They attributed this difference to the formation of the mentoring 

relationship. Formal mentoring relationships are dictated by the organization and as a 

result, the mentor/protege pairing is often forced or contrived. In contrast, informal 

mentoring relationships happen spontaneously without organizational interference and 

pairing naturally occurs wherein a genuine relationship can develop. 

In comparison, Kram and Isabella (1985) promoted a completely different concept 

from either formal or informal mentoring. They touted a peer relationship as an 

alternative to traditional mentoring. Kram and Isabella concluded that "while 

conventional mentors are most important in early career, peers seem to be important at all 

stages" (p. 130). Their promotion of peer relationships stems from peer relationships 

having greater reciprocity, mutuality, intimacy, and accessibility than conventional 

mentoring. Dansky (1996) provided yet another alternative to traditional mentoring 

claiming that group mentoring is a more beneficial option. Dansky stated "in addition to 

being an exclusive relationship between two people, mentoring may consist of a set of 

relationships, the sum of which is greater than the parts" (p. 9). Dansky ftirther 
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concluded that "results showed that group dynamics include relationships and processes 

that support the career development of its members" (p. 15). 

Each of these authors attempted to find the best strategy for the implementation of 

a mentoring system to assist in the career advancement of proteges. The research as 

presented here does not introduce any definitive answers, only plausible options or 

alternatives for successful mentoring programs. 

Stages of Mentoring 

Other research in the organizational context focuses on the stages of mentoring. 

Initial research in this area focused primarily on the termination of the mentoring 

relationship while subsequent research reported on the various stages that a mentoring 

relationship undergoes. In their landmark study, Levinson et al. (1978) maintained that 

the relationships young men have with their mentors lasts "two to three years on average 

and eight to ten years at mosf (p. 100). Further, this study posited that dissolution of the 

mentor relationship often results in hard feelings. The dissolution of the mentor 

relationship is only one stage of mentoring that literature has discovered based on 

Levinson et al.'s original work. Ragins and Scandura (1997) concurred with Levinson et 

al. by asserting the necessity of terminating a mentoring relationship. They stated that 

"the separation stage is critical for the development of the protege; separation is a 

precursor to improved self-confidence, autonomy, and an independent sense of 

professional identity" (p. 946). 
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Hunt and Michael (1983) expanded on the previous literature which pertained 

only to the separation stage and discussed a framework of mentoring that included 

various stages of the mentoring relationship. This framework included an appropriate 

length of time for each stage, and provided the function of each stage. The first stage 

they cite is the initiation stage which has a duration of six months to a year. This stage is 

characterized by the initial orientation between the mentor and protege where the 

relationship begins to develop. The next stage is the protege stage where "the protege's 

work is not yet recognized for its own merit, but rather as the by-product of the mentor's 

instruction, encouragement, support and advice" (Hunt & Michael, p. 482). This stage 

lasts two to five years and is the height of the mentoring relationship. The next stage is 

the breakup stage which occurs anywhere from six months to two years from when the 

relationship turns toward separation. The final stage is the lasting friendship stage which 

is defined by reestablishment of a relationship between a mentor and a protege. This 

framework provided what Hunt and Michael termed "a career training and development 

tool" for mentoring relationships. Kram (1983) also defined phases of mentor 

relationships utilizing similar definitions of the phases provided by Hunt and Michael, 

only Kram's phases were labeled initiation, cultivation, separation, and redefinition. 

Bulhs and Bach (1989) provided an alternative look at the stages of mentoring in 

their study. They asserted that mentoring relationships develop as a result of turning 

points rather than the meticulous process of phases as stated by Hunt and Michael (1983). 

More importantly, they claimed mentoring is not a set of phases that adheres to rules for 
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formation and development. Instead, they focused on the turning points that can take a 

mentor relationship through positive and negative experiences. 

A more detailed analysis of specific phases or turning points was provided by 

Ragins and Scandura (1997) who focused on the termination of mentoring relationships. 

Ragins and Scandura took the notion of termination as it was originally defined by 

Levinson et al. (1978) and expanded upon it. They hypothesized that termination 

between a mentor and protege is productive for the protege. Upon termination, the 

protege is forced to rely upon him or herself which improves self-confidence. 

Additionally, it provides the protege with an opportunity to develop new relationships 

that will further advance the protege's career. They described termination as both 

functional, as described above, and dysfunctional where hostility is the outcome of the 

relationship. Despite the various aspects of termination, Ragins and Scandura reported 

"fiinctional termination occurs when the protege outgrows the mentor and can no longer 

profit from the relationship" (p. 946). Ragins and Scandura found no significant 

differences between the sex of the participants in how the termination of relationships is 

reported. 

Dysfunctions of Mentoring 

A more recent development in the study of mentoring in the organizational 

context focuses on dysfunctions that occur with mentoring. Until Ray (1993) and 

Scandura (1998) looked at dysfunction, the literature primarily focused on the positive 
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attributes of mentoring relationships. Researchers seemed to be consumed with the 

potential benefits, presumably so organizations would utilize their research. As no form 

of relationship produces purely positive results, eventually the focus shifted to the 

potential detriments of such relationships. Although Ray never mentioned "mentoring" 

in her research, most likely because of the article's emphasis on communication, the use 

of "supportive communication" seems to be a strongly related concept given the 

definition of supportive communication and the context in which her article was written. 

First, she utilizes Albrecht and Adelman's (1987) definition for social support which 

states, "verbal and nonverbal communication between recipients and providers that 

reduces imcertainty about the situation, the self, the other, or the relationships, and 

functions to enhance perception of personal control in one's hfe experience" (p. 19). This 

definition could also be describing the theoretical concept of mentoring. While the more 

traditional definition of mentoring specifically mentions career growth as a benefit of one 

individual assisting another, the definition of social support Ray utilizes is akin to 

mentoring as it describes individuals assisting one another in dealing and coping with 

various situations. Second, the context in which Ray bases her research is the workplace. 

In this context, social support has the potential to become dysfunctional, which could 

potentially hinder one's career. For example, her concern for looking at supportive 

communication stems from the following: 

For while social support in its purest, unadulterated form, may function in 
positive ways, it is also possible that much of what may get labeled 
'support' may be, in reality, strategic manipulation on the part of those 
with power to maintain their position and to secure the stattis quo by 
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slipping their hidden agendas in on the coattails of ostensible supportive 
communication, (p. 107) 

After exploring the role of power in communication by identifying typologies of 

dysfunctional supportive communication, Ray called for further research on the potential 

power dysfunction of supportive communication. 

Scandura (1998) provided a model of how certain personal and interactive 

characteristics can lead to dysfunction in the mentoring relationship. For example, based 

on the personality of a protege, the mentoring relationship could lead to dysfunctional 

mentoring wherein sabotage occurs. It could be that a mentor, out of jealousy, might 

sabotage a potential raise or promotion his or her protege was about to receive. Other 

dysfunctions include negative relations, difficulty, spoiling, submissiveness, deception, 

and harassment. At a certain point, dysfunction can be apparent at which time a choice 

must be made to maintain or terminate the relationship. Scandura emphasized: 

It is important to bear in mind that mentoring relationships are as fragile as 
any personal relationship that one enters into. Relational difficulties may 
cause a great deal of distress for the parties involved. Given such 
difficulty, it is fortunate that dysfunction mentoring relationships don't 
occur as often as good ones. (p. 464) 

Despite the rarity of dysfunctional mentoring relationships, it is still critical to understand 

all the elements involved in mentoring, with dysfunction unfortunately being one such 

element. Fagenson (1988) acknowledged dysfunction exists, but offered a probable 

solution, "many of the risks can be minimized through proper monitoring of the 

relationship by the mentor-protege pair, managers, and organization development 
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specialists" (p. 192). However, monitoring by the organization promotes formal 

mentoring relationships, to which some researchers are firmly opposed. 

To summarize, the research conducted in the organizational context stemmed 

from the early adult development literature on mentoring. A large portion of the research 

conducted in the organizational context was quantitative or descriptive and served to 

educate and inform the organizational sector. With the introduction of mentoring from 

early adult development literature, organizational research quickly expanded and covered 

many facets of mentoring including types, stages, and dysfunctions of mentoring. 

However, in nearly two decades of research, unanswered questions still remain in the 

organizational context. Many researchers argue that more longitudinal studies need to be 

conducted to assess the long term effects of mentoring. In regard to dysfimctional 

mentoring, the research is so recent there is clearly room for growth. For example, 

Ragins and Scandura (1997) posed questions such as how communicative functions, 

personality, etc., fit into the termination of mentoring relationships. Baugh et al. (1996) 

stated that future research might look at expectations that proteges and mentors bring to 

the relationship and how they affect the relationship. Regardless of the direction 

mentoring research takes in the future, continued study will be beneficial given the 

reported value of mentoring in the organizational context. 
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Research about Mentoring in the Academic Context 

The mentoring research shifted to the educational context primarily within the last 

decade. Alexander (1992) stated, "when the focus is shifted to faculty relationships, 

mentors are seen to have similar roles as those in the world of business. They can be as 

important for career success as are mentors in business organizations" (p. 55). Much of 

the educational research focuses on topics similar to the organizational research, with 

obvious adaptations and extensions based on the different context in which it is being 

applied. The mentoring literature in the educational context is pertinent to the current 

study because of the academic setting. The educational arena provides an interesting 

dichotomy. It is often considered the genesis of original thought and intellectual 

advancement, yet it remains stagnant in its progress to integrate women and minorities 

into certain fields and tenured and administrative positions. It is this paradox that 

provides the most interesting aspect of mentoring research. The research presented in this 

portion of the mentoring literature will include types of mentoring, implementation of 

mentoring programs, and dysfunctional mentoring. 

One caveat must be made concerning mentoring and the lack of focus on men's 

mentoring relationships. Despite the fact that men were the primary subjects of early 

research concerning mentoring in adult development, this aspect of the research was 

quickly eclipsed by a focus on women and minorities, especially in the academic context. 

This occurred because researchers argued that men have greater access to mentoring 

relationships than women and minorities (Ibarra, 1993). This should not be construed as 
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an indication that men do not benefit from mentoring relationships. Research 

demonstrates that, from a general perspective, mentoring is beneficial for anyone who has 

a mentor. A more detailed account about the particular problems women face compared 

to men in terms of having access to mentoring relationships will be discussed later in the 

section entitled, "barriers to mentoring for women." With this distinction brought forth, 

this section will focus on general aspects of mentoring in the academic context regardless 

of sex lines, despite the fact that many of the examples used from the research mention 

women specifically. 

Just as Levinson and colleagues (1978) were the catalyst for adult development 

hterature and were referenced in most of the literature that followed. Hall and Sandler 

(1983) wrote the landmark study for academic mentoring research. This study provided 

an all-encompassing view of mentoring research as well as suggestions for where 

research should be directed in the academic context. Hall and Sandler stated, "much that 

has been learned about mentoring in the business world can also be used to help women 

on campus; in turn, women who learn how to develop and use mentoring relationships on 

campus will be more able to do the same in business and the professions" (p. 2). This 

statement describes the circular pattern evident in the concept of mentoring. The goal of 

mentoring is to assist an individual in his or her growth. Therefore, when mentoring 

assists someone at the academic level, that assistance will bear fhiit as the individual 

progresses to the next professional level. The literature provided in both the 

organizational and educational contexts often are beneficial to each other because the 
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lessons learned in each discipline frequently pay off in their use in other fields or 

disciplines. 

Types of Mentoring 

A surge of recent research has explored different types of mentoring programs in 

the academic context. For instance, Alexander (1992) recommended formal mentoring 

programs involving a senior mentor and a junior protege to provide an environment that 

leads an individual on a course toward tenure and promotion. Alexander argues that the 

formal mentoring of faculty is of the greatest benefit to junior proteges in comparison to 

the unstructured environment of informal mentoring. Although Alexander presents the 

most comprehensive argument as to why mentoring programs in academia should be 

formal as opposed to informal, there are other researchers who have explained formal 

mentoring programs. Kirk (1992) describes how to implement a formal mentoring 

program. Several researchers agree with the importance of a formal mentoring program; 

however, these researchers provide variations in terms of formal group mentoring, formal 

peer mentoring, and formal networking as will be discussed below (Bartenuk et al., 1997; 

Chandler, 1996; Dansky, 1996; Hill, Bahniuk, & Dobos, 1989; Limbert, 1995; Wunsch, 

1994). 

Contrary to Alexander's (1992) conclusions, Selby and Calhoun (1998) supported 

an informal approach to mentoring. They stated. 

Institutionalized mentoring programs may inadvertently tell new faculty 
that the very [psychology] department that is explicitly saying 'we support 
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you by putting you in a mentoring program,' is implicitly saying 'we do 
not believe you can make it without the help of wiser and more competent 
persons.' (p. 210) 

In other words, Selby and Calhoun are primarily concerned with the message that formal 

mentoring sends to both the mentor and protege. They argue that this type of hand 

holding creates a paternalistic tension in university departments that perpetuates a sense 

of hierarchy that ultimately will inhibit the protege rather than assist him or her. 

Another alternative approach is peer mentoring (Chandler, 1996; Limbert, 1995). 

The defining factor of peer mentoring is "nonhierarchical support networks, not based on 

disparate status as in the traditional mentoring model" (Chandler, 1996, p. 94). Similar to 

the concern raised by Selby and Calhoun (1998), Chandler and Limbert's concept of peer 

mentoring seeks to break down the hierarchy formed by traditional models of mentoring 

where there is an experienced superior and an inexperienced inferior. 

Finally, group mentoring provides yet another alternative mentoring program 

(Bartenuk et al., 1997; Dansky, 1996). The distinguishing feature of group mentoring is 

"that group-level mentoring emerges from the dynamics of the group as a whole, rather 

than from a relationship with one specific person" (Dansky, 1996, p. 7). Hill et al. (1989) 

found that "varied types of support are more desirable than reliance on one type of 

alliance" (p. 31), thereby supporting a mentoring program that provides multiple mentors 

to an individual protege. Nichols, Carter, and Golden (1985) heralded an interesting 

option especially to benefit women, "the best solution for women would be to have large 

numbers of academic women with professional authority who would be willing to use 
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their clout to advance the careers of other women" (p. 388). Although Nichols et al. did 

not promote any specific type of mentoring program; their research indirectly supported 

mentoring in the hopes of furthering the academic career advancement of women. 

Implementing Mentoring Programs 

Another aspect of the academic mentoring research is a stream of literature whose 

primary goal is to inform readers about how to establish a mentoring program (Kirk, 

1992; Perez, 1993; Wunsch, 1994). This literature provides helpful suggestions for the 

creation of a mentoring program. For example, Wimsch (1994) studied a mentoring 

program in Hawaii and discovered the most important aspect of establishing a mentoring 

program is to create "flexibility and structure as essential components of an effective 

mentoring relationship" (p. 9). The Hawaii program utilized written agreements between 

a paired mentor and protege which produced a career development plan. Wunsch 

reported that the women participating in the Hawaii pilot program enjoyed the structure 

of the written agreements between the mentor and the protege, yet equally enjoyed the 

flexibihty of the mentor and protege deciding together what their relationship will entail 

versus outside influence from the institution which would promote rigidity. Wunsch 

argues that having these agreements in writing and creating the agreements through a 

collaborative effort assisted in keeping the proteges on task and provided the mentors 

with viable plans to help the proteges adhere to. 
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Kirk (1992) not only provided a design sequence, but included goals, ehgibility, 

benefits, and key features a mentoring program should include, such as how to match 

mentors to proteges. Kirk's design sequence included such steps as "identify the career 

development needs of your faculty . . . become as knowledgeable as possible about 

mentoring . . . pilot test the program" (p. 59). The goals Kirk discussed included such 

actions as help, increase, assist, enable, foster, and promote, all in the protege's best 

interest for career advancement. Kirk suggested that anyone nontenured should be 

eligible to be a protege and any tenured faculty member eligible to be a mentor. In 

contrast to the direct "how to" approach provided by Kirk, Perez (1993) offered strategies 

that encourage mentors to be proactive rather than passive in order to provide the best 

possible relationship for their proteges. Such strategies include "visiting faculty members 

on their turf to offer timely praise for work well done" (p. 42). Perez also suggests that a 

mentor should gather and provide to his or her protege copies of announcements for any 

type of career advancing opportunity, in addition to assisting the protege in becoming an 

active member of professional organizations. 

Dysfunctional Mentoring 

Dysfunctional commimication has not been explored in the academic context as 

extensively as in the organizational context. In fact, Blackburn, Chapman and Cameron 

(1981) produced the only article on the potential problem of academic mentoring. They 

found that, "those [proteges] who are regarded as most successful are those who replicate 
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the mentor's experience. They are, in essence, the mentor's 'clones'" (p. 320). 

Blackburn et al. claim the negative effect of "cloning" appears when proteges do not fit 

the role their mentor has set out for him or her, they are ousted, thereby assuming a 

position of little importance to the mentor. Accordingly, a productive mentoring 

relationship is never gained. 

To summarize, the research in the academic context is not as comprehensive as 

the literature in the organizational context. Most of the research in the academic arena is 

descriptive or exploratory with little empirical evidence supporting claims. While a 

plethora of research in the organizational context explored the impact of mentoring on 

salary attainment and job satisfaction, relatively little, if any research has explored similar 

impacts in the academic context. As the research in the academic context is sparse, there 

remain many facets of mentoring left for exploration. Duplicate studies of the 

organizational context research can be conducted in the academic context to discover the 

differences or similarities between the two contexts. 

Continuums of Mentor Functions that Span Both the 
Organizational and Academic Contexts 

A discussion of the two primary roles a mentor should provide and introduction of 

the authors who established continuums of mentor functions is important because so 

much of the research concerning mentoring references these various roles and functions. 

For purposes of clarity, this will be accomphshed by grouping the organizational and 
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academic contexts regarding mentor functions and continuums together, rather than 

isolating each context, as has been the case throughout this literature review. 

Shapiro, Haseltine, and Rowe (1978) found a continuum of dyadic relationships 

consisting of "mentors" and "peer pals" as the end points, while "sponsors" and "guides" 

form the midpoints on the continuum. The location of mentors as an endpoint suggests 

that mentors are the most patemalistic and intense relationships involved in Shapiro et 

al.'s patron system. Sponsors and guides serve less intense roles compared to the 

mentors; however, sponsors continue to provide career-related support while guides are 

less able to do so, limiting their role to someone who simply knows the order of the 

institution. Finally, Shapiro et al. define peer pals as those individuals who provide 

support in the sense of an equal relationship based on mutual help for success. The 

intention for creating this continuum was to help create a more egalitarian system of 

mentors that would provide women with the continuum of resources necessary to 

succeed. 

Kram and Isabella (1985) were the first to assign labels to the functions performed 

by mentors. They identified career-enhancing functions as those that provide 

"sponsorship, coaching, facilitating, exposure, and visibility and offering challenging 

work or protection, all of which help the younger person to establish a role in the 

organization, learn the ropes, and prepare for advancement" (p. 111). Additionally, they 

claimed psychosocial functions are equally important. These functions provide the 

protege with "role modeling, coimseling, confirmation, and friendship, which help the 
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young adult to develop a sense of professional identity and competence" (p. 111). Other 

authors have used Kram and Isabella's definitions of functions in establishing their 

studies (Baugh et al., 1996; Chandler, 1996; Chao et al., 1992; Dansky, 1996; Noe, 

1988a). 

The information provided first by Shapiro et al. (1978), and then followed by 

Kram and Isabella (1985) encouraged most researchers to look at a dynamic continuum of 

mentor functions, rather than report on the static roles of mentors as isolated events in 

which a mentor either provides a particular function or does not. Kram and Isabella 

concluded that a continuum of peer relationships provides the best context in which 

mentors can establish productive relationships. Kram and Isabella's continuum consists 

of types of peers identified by their particular function. These authors identify 

information peer as a type of mentor that provides information, while a collegial peer 

offers career-related support in addition to being a fiiend. The final peer relationship on 

Kram and Isabella's continuum is the special peer, which balances career-related support 

with psychosocial support. According to Kram and Isabella, the special peer provides the 

most intimate type of peer relationship. 

Nichols et al. (1985) utilized a similar concept in which they developed a 

typology consisting of professional authority, professional influence, organizational 

influence, and organizational authority. According to Nichols et al, "this typology 

differentiates among the various functions of the academic patron system in terms of the 

kind of power academic patrons have (formal or informal) and the kind of professional 
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orientation they have (cosmopolitan or local)" (p. 384). Nichols et al. argued this 

typology provides alternative strategies for empowering women in academia, thus 

providing choices rather than either/or strategies for mentoring. 

After a vigorous attempt to summarize all the definitions in existence for 

mentoring. Sands, Parsons, and Duane (1991) concluded there are four ideal types of 

mentors: fiiend, career guide, information source, and intellectual guide. Their 

continuum established that there is not one single type of mentor; instead, there are 

several that can satisfy a multitude of needs. Consequently, they advised proteges to 

assess which type of mentor they are seeking. 

Dansky (1996) took the previous research that created mentoring continuums and 

applied it to explore mentoring as a group occurrence. Dansky concluded as a result of 

Kram and Isabella's (1985) mentor functions that four functions emerged in a group 

mentoring setting: role modeling, inclusion/belonging, networking, and psychosocial 

support. 

As repeatedly seen, research has focused on different types of functions not only 

for individual mentors, but for different types of programs, providing altematives to 

traditional models of mentoring. Each study builds on the previous literature and creates 

a slightly different term for similar functions and types of mentors. This provides a 

useful tool, yet results in potentially confusing terminology. However, the information 

this facet of the mentoring literature creates is helpful to women in that these researchers 
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were attempting to break the traditional model of mentoring by providing various support 

relationships not established solely from hierarchical relationships. 

Women in Academia 

Although a summary of the mentoring research has been conducted, another facet 

of this literature review must be to assess why mentoring is so important to women in 

academia. Some of the mentoring literature touched on the important role mentoring 

plays in the professional lives of women, but before exploring the necessity of mentoring, 

it must be established that women in academia are underrepresented. This portion of the 

literature review will establish that women in academia are, in fact, in need of assistance. 

Several studies discuss different aspects of female faculty and the disparities that 

exist between women and their male counterparts (e.g., Basow & Silberg, 1987; Bennett, 

1982; Hawkins, 1993; Kierstead, D'Agostino, & Dill, 1988; Lueck, Endres, & Caplan, 

1993; Sandler, 1991; Thoreson, Kardash, Leuthold, & Morrow, 1990). A 1986 report in 

Higher Education & National Affairs stated, "although the number of women, students, 

faculty and administration has increased over the last 15 years, women are still treated as 

'not quite first-class citizens in the academic community'" (p. 3). While this study is 

dated, more recent cites will be given to support this notion. Hawkins (1993) also 

expresses the notion of women in academia as having a "second-class status" (p. 2). 

Several factors contribute to women's reports of feeling inadequate and unequal at 

both the faculty and administrative levels. Mall (1986) reported that "new research found 
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that women who achieve graduate degrees, professorships, or advancement in university 

administration carry the burdens of sexism up the ladder with them" (p. 16). Hawkins 

(1993) elaborated on this notion by stating that "only 6.6 percent of faculty at the 

financially best-endowed universities were women" (p. 1). From a practical perspective, 

such a low statistic indicates women not only face adversity in getting jobs as faculty 

members at post-secondary institutions, but they also face adversity as they seek to 

advance throughout their career. Additionally, Hawkins stated "the visual image of being 

vastly outnumbered by one's male colleagues serves to confirm the impression that 

women are isolated minorities on campus" (p. 9). One woman in Hawkins' qualitative 

study stated, "when I go to campus-wide faculty meetings, I'm just astounded by the 

male/female ratio, and I don't know if it's just here . . . but my impression is that it's 90 

percent male. It can't be, but you look at the sea of men in an auditorium and you 

wonder if you have to have testosterone to get it" (p. 9). While this is only one study and 

does not represent universal circumstances, based on the thrust of the literature revealed 

in this paper, similar sentiments may likely be expressed by women across the nation. 

Based on the research, women are vastly underrepresented in universities as faculty or 

other high positions, and those that do hold these positions report disparities within 

several tiers of academia (e.g., Bronstein & Famsworth, 1998; Bronstein et al., 1986; 

Hawkins, 1993; Mall, 1986; "Not so bad," 1996; Rausch et al., 1989; Russell, 1991). 

Russell (1991) found that women are not represented in post-secondary faculties in the 

same proportion they are represented in the American population. For example, it was 
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found that "women comprised about 27% of the full-time faculty nationwide (compared 

with about half of the American population)" (Russell, 1991, p. 2). 

One issue that typifies the disparity women face is that of pay and promotion. 

Comparative studies of faculty salaries reveal that women are paid less than their male 

counterparts (e.g., Bronstein & Famsworth, 1998; Bronstein et al., 1986; Hawkins, 1993; 

Mall, 1986; "Not so bad," 1996; Rausch et al., 1989; Russell, 1991). According to 

Hawkins (1993), "a typical female full professor makes $7,160 less for her nine-month 

contract than does her male colleague" (p. 1). Even when women are adequately 

represented in faculty, the pay discrepancy shows a clear devaluation of women. Recent 

figures in "Not so bad" (1996) reported that despite the increase in professional pay in 

post-secondary institutions, "the data make it clear that pay differences between male and 

female academics have been quite constant over the past fifteen years" (p. 21). Russell 

(1991) reported that across the board in post-secondary institutions, women typically 

eamed an average of $10,000 less in basic salary and up to $15,000 less in total income 

than their male coimterparts. 

Consistent with this general theme, the higher one looks in academic rank, the 

fewer women are represented (e.g., Bronstein & Famsworth, 1998; Bronstein et al., 1986; 

Hawkins, 1993; Mall, 1986; "Not so bad," 1996; Rausch et al., 1989; Russell, 1991). 

Hawkins (1993) reported, "only 27.3 percent of all full-time university faculty are women 

. . . [and] 23.7 percent of all full-time faculty with tenure are women" (p. 1). Bronstein 

and Famsworth's (1998) study found: 
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Comparing outcomes in the fall of 1995 for men and women hired on 
tenure track between 1984 and 1989, all of whom might have been 
expected to go through the tenure process by no later than 1994, we found 
that 58% of the men had received tenure vs. only 37.5% of the women, 
and that 18% of the women but only 9% of the men were still at the 
institution but were no longer on tenure track, (p. 577) 

Further, Sandler and Hall (1986) reported on the scarcity of women as department chairs 

or academic deans. Women who manage to climb the ladder in academia tend to find 

themselves in administrative positions of lower status or confined to caretaking or 

support roles traditionally assigned to women, such as student affairs. Bronstein and 

Famsworth stated, "the fastest-growing segments of women faculty have been at the 

lowest levels, in positions that offer little possibility for advancement" (p. 557). 

Additionally, Russell (1991) reported that "at four-year institutions, men were 

considerably more likely than women to hold the rank of full professor, whereas women 

were considerably more likely to be assistant professors or to have a nonprofessorial rank, 

such as instmctor or lecturer" (p. 4). One can also look at the rate of promotion for a 

glimpse of inequality. Hawkins (1993) found that men on a tenure track move at a 

quicker pace towards tenure than women. Hawkins' research indicated "for the years 

1972-1981, the rate of increase regarding tenure decisions was 17.7 for male and 13.4 for 

females" (p. 2). The rate of retention of faculty pursuing tenure is not surprisingly related 

to inequitable pay and promotion. Rausch et al. (1989) found "women were more than 

twice as likely to leave voluntarily prior to tenure decisions and more likely than men to 

be denied tenure" (p. 15). Rausch et al. also found in their study that women who left 

academia went on to find careers in the private sector, while men who left academia 
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remained in post-secondary educational careers. The following information presented in 

this section of the literature review provides insight and support as to why women leave 

academia prior to tenure decisions or why women were denied tenure. 

One reason for the discrepancy between tenured male and tenured female faculty 

is women often publish less than men. Russell (1991) found that across all academic 

institutions men published more than women. Similarly, Creamer (1994) began her study 

by claiming that "women continue to be less likely than men to author joumal articles, 

even in fields such as education where they [women] eam the majority of doctorates" (p. 

35). After reviewing four core joumals in higher education during a four-year time span, 

Creamer discovered that despite the increase in number of publications authored by 

women, women are still a distinct minority in the terms of authoring articles published in 

the four core education joumals. Creamer's concem, as well as the concem of other 

researchers, is that "publication is a major avenue for professional enhancement as well 

an expression of vision and leadership in a discipline and membership in a professional 

community" (p. 38). Bronstein and Famsworth (1998) attributed the lack of publication 

by women to having "less access to research opportunities and resources both in graduate 

school and afterward" (p. 573). 

Contributing to the stmggle of women not gaining tenure partly due to the lack of 

publication enters intemal factors such as lack of professional support from colleagues, 

departmental chairs, and the institutions themselves. In general, women are reported to 

feel less institutional support than men (Rausch et al., 1989). This lack of institutional 
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support appears in many forms, one of which is subtle and silent sexism. Denmark 

(1980) discussed conflicts that can occur with men and women interacting on the same 

playing field with male behavior serving as the dominant norm. Similarly, Kahn and 

Robbins (1985) argued, "since it is normative behavior for males to occupy positions of 

authority and for females to be in subordinate roles, it is difficult for them to know how 

to behave as peers, or for women to serve as leaders in a male-defined environment. If 

women try to be 'one of the boys,' they may be perceived as 'unfeminine'" (p. 143). 

Kahn and Robbins also found that a perception of ineffectiveness can result from being 

regarded as too feminine. Bronstein and Famsworth (1998) supported similar sentiments. 

In contrast, Handley (1994) focused on decision-making styles and suggested men and 

women have different decision-making styles and women who conform to male styles are 

more widely accepted; however, these women are considered "iron maidens." 

Another interesting aspect of lack of institutional support hes in women's fears of 

being rejected. Bronstein et al. (1986) conducted a study on acquiring academic jobs and 

found that women did not report their marital status on their curriculum vitae whereas 

more than half of men did. Further, Bronstein et al. foimd that men who wrote 

recommendation letters for female applicants mentioned the female's marital status 

despite the same applicant's reluctance to disclose that information voluntarily. These 

authors concluded women fear that having a family would jeopardize their chances of 

getting a job. Specifically, Bronstein et al. stated in their analysis of recommendation 

letters written by men for both male and female applicants, "for men, a family was 
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presented as an asset. . . for women, however, a family was presented as a burden" (p. 

320). 

According to Bronstein and Famsworth (1998) sexual harassment cases occurred 

in only ten percent of new faculty women, yet despite this small percentage, the fact it 

occurs at all is problematic. Bronstein and Famsworth stated: 

In the work of academia, where faculty expect to be judged according to 
their intellectual pursuits and scholarly accomplishments, sexual 
harassment communicates to women that they are being judged according 
to their physical desirability and their willingness (real or fantasized) to 
gratify men. (p. 575) 

This situation creates an environment detrimental to women regardless of the tenure 

pursuit. However, when pursuing tenure, women again are caught in a double bind where 

speaking up might cost their promotion because those with more power begin to label the 

woman as a troublemaker. Gallant and Cross (1993) conducted an ethnography of a 

female faculty member that had been recently hired at a post-secondary institution. The 

authors noted that after the newcomer they studied filed a sexual harassment grievance 

"the university had appeared to go through the motions of carrying out a sexual 

harassment review, but private inquiries made months ahead of the final outcome by 

those solicitous for the newcomer, indicated the case had been decided against her at the 

start of the proceedings" (p. 249). 

Finally, in general, studies have found that women spend more time teaching than 

their male counterparts (Kahn & Robbins, 1985; Russell, 1991; Widom & Burke, 1978). 

Widom and Burke (1978) reported "they [women] appear to direct their efforts in areas 
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that are not necessarily rewarded (i.e., important for success)" (p. 561). Further Kahn and 

Robbins (1985) suggested "in practice, there is a serious disparity between rewards for 

performing research or obtaining large grants and a commitment to teaching and student 

counseling" (p. 139). 

The numerous intemal factors as just described weigh heavily on tenure decisions 

for promotion and, subsequently, disparity exists between men and women in academia. 

In addition to these intemal factors, Bronstein and Famsworth (1998) cited several 

extemal factors that contribute to this disparity, which include societal forces, family role 

demands, and psychological factors. Bronstein and Famsworth described societal forces 

as shaping events in an individual's life, including differences in resources and messages 

that men and women receive. Family role demands placed on women include sacrifices 

made in career decisions to accommodate family. For example, women more often will 

limit their geographic location for job searches in lieu of where their partner is employed 

or likely to find work. Additionally, women often plan childbirth around tenure 

processes. Bronstein and Famsworth state, "for those who enter academia with plans to 

have children later, the simultaneous ticking of the biological clock and the tenure clock 

creates difficult decisions of whether to postpone either childbearing or tenure, or to drop 

off the tenure track altogether" (p. 559). Finally, psychological factors are described by 

Bronstein and Famsworth as "a belief of many high-achieving women that they have 

gained career success through pretense rather than through actual abilities, and that at any 

moment their incompetence may be revealed" (p. 559). While these extemal factors are 
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not influenced or contt-oUed by post-secondary institutions, they may become critical to a 

woman's success or failure in terms of tenure and promotion. Parson, Sands, and Duane 

(1995) found "59% of the women felt that their work was undervalued because of their 

sex. That so many women believed their work was devalued because of their sex is 

particulariy alarming since the women sampled came from a broad spectmm of 

disciplines in the liberal arts and the professional schools" (p. 26). 

The amount of stress endured in the academic setting by both male and female 

faculty is also a concem. With the multi-faceted chilly climate female faculty at the 

university level endure, it is rational to conclude that this marginalization may affect 

one's health. A study conducted by Thoreson et al. (1990) examined both male and 

female faculty to show how health was affected by pressures associated with academic 

careers. It was reported that women experienced more anxiety, stress, loneliness, and 

recurrent physical illness than their male counterparts. The authors conclude the results 

could be indicative of actual higher levels of stress felt by women, or may in fact be 

attributed to other sex differences such as women reporting stress more readily than men. 

Finally, in addition to individual female faculty being on the receiving end of 

discrimination, some researchers have argued that entire academic disciplines are more or 

less discriminated against (Kahn & Robbins, 1985; Kritek, 1984; Russell, 1991). Kahn 

and Robbins (1985) argued " the primarily female professions continue to provide faculty 

positions for women - i.e. schools of education, nursing, and social work, and liberal arts 

departments of foreign languages and Enghsh" (p. 145). When disciplines are assigned a 
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female-dominated status, Kritek (1984) claimed "a masculine-dominated taxonomic 

stmcture will define women's disciplines as inferior. Hence, sexism in academe is 

directed at entire disciplines" (p. 57). Kritek's basis for argument relies on male-

dominated fields, which contain hard sciences as one example, being more in time with 

male-dominated institutional goals. Accordingly, these male-dominated fields attract and 

retain more resources in terms of grants and other allocated funds thereby enhancing their 

credibility. 

In conclusion, women faculty find themselves in an environment where 

discrimination based on sex is a serious problem. Women faculty are reportedly 

underrepresented at the post-secondary level and are presented with great challenges for 

overcoming biases in promotions to higher positions. Finally, women in academia report 

more anxiety than their male counterparts. All of these factors contribute to what Sandler 

(1991) labels as another double bind: 

Men and women, teaching in the same classroom, teaching the same 
subject to the same students, have very different experiences. The 
classroom is fiiendlier, more encouraging, and reinforcing environment for 
male faculty. It is far more stressful and chillier for women faculty. It 
gnaws at women's self-esteem, which is often low to begin with. It results 
in lower evaluations which may affect tenure, promotions, and salary 
raises, (p. 12) 

Research about Women and Mentoring 

An exploration into the literature on mentoring and the literature on women in 

academia leaves one important question to be answered. How do these two concepts fit 

together? The overwhelming response based on the literature is that mentoring provides 
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an avenue particularly suited for women in academia. This section will explore the final 

remnants of the literature covering all contexts in looking at how sex plays a role in the 

mentoring literature. 

The landmark study conducted by Levinson et al. (1978) approached mentoring 

from the standpoint that every young man needs a mentor to successfully make the 

transition to young adulthood. Based on the presumed benefits of mentoring, it is 

reasonable to assume, in most cases, the assistance a mentor would give one young man 

provides an advantage over another who might not have a mentor. What happens when 

an individual is disadvantaged prior to any type of mentoring relationship (e.g., women or 

minorities)? Research followed similar logic in the evolution of studies involving 

mentoring in both the organizational and academic contexts, where multiple studies have 

been devoted to the benefits mentoring provides for women and minorities who are at a 

disadvantage compared to white males (Baugh et al., 1996; Dreher & Ash, 1990; Dreher 

& Cox, 1996; Fagenson, 1988; Halcomb, 1980; Ibarra, 1993; Kalbfleisch & Davies, 

1991; Ragins & Scandura, 1997). 

Hennig and Jardim (1977) authored one of the first studies to address the concems 

of working women and their desire to advance in their careers. They stated that women 

"must begin to identify key individuals whom they should get to know in the near future. 

These are people who will be important in making promotion into and success in the next 

job possible" (p. 166). Hennig and Jardim advised women to actively find mentors, 

similar to what Levinson et al. (1978) had recommended for men. The difference in these 
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two studies is that Hennig and Jardim specifically associated a mentor with career 

advancement while Levinson et al. looked at men's adult development. Hennig and 

Jardim further recognized that women are "outsiders to the men's informal system" (p. 

166). They offered steps by which women must ultimately assess what having a career 

will entail, then accept what that challenge means by taking charge. One method they 

suggest to "take charge" is to use the established fiiendships women have gained as they 

have worked their way to the top. While Hennig and Jardim's concept may not have used 

the term "mentor" explicitly, they are both in form and function suggesting a mentor 

relationship. Hennig and Jardim argue that finding a mentor and establishing a 

relationship will "help a woman move toward a position from which she can begin to 

control her career life. She becomes more active, less reactive" (p. 162). These authors 

initially identified women's difficulties in the organizational context and posed mentoring 

as a viable solution. 

As patriarchal as it sounds today, the early literature told women they needed a 

father-figure to promote career advancement. For instance, Halcomb (1980) stated, "for a 

woman this male endorsement is absolutely essential in the corporate world" (p. 15). She 

further identified that "a more personal, perhaps fatherly sort of mentoring is called for" 

(p. 15). Later, Swoboda and Millar (1986) refuted this concept and proclaimed that 

grooming-mentoring, which calls for this "father-figure" type mentoring, is outdated for 

women. Instead, Swoboda and Millar focused on "women reaching the top can groom 

their own mentees and create a network of women that actively support women at 
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different levels within the institution" (p. 9). However, this strategy sounds easier to 

implement than it is in reality, as will be discussed below. The following are several 

factors for women to consider in the quest for career advancement through mentoring. 

Barriers to Mentoring for Women 

In order for women to advance, it is vital that they align themselves with a mentor 

to guide and assist them in their promotion through an organization. Fagenson (1988) 

supported this notion in a study providing evidence that "if mentorship is the cure for 

feelings of powerlessness that it has been touted to be, then mentorship should be 

particularly helpful to groups that report having less than an optimal level of power" (p. 

190). This alignment often is attached to a white male mentor. However, Dreher and 

Cox (1996) stated that "individuals of the same sex and racial backgrounds may be more 

likely to develop the chemistry necessary to form close relationships" (p. 305). 

Kalbfleisch and Davies (1991) echoed, "the race of the mentor was the best predictor of 

the mentoring relationship from both the perspective of the mentor and the protege" (p. 

270). This poses an interesting dilemma for women and minorities. Noe (1988b) stated, 

"in male-dominated occupations, the shortage of female mentors probably reflects the 

lack of women in management positions" (p. 66). Organizational power is typically 

centered in upper echelon positions which are predominately occupied by white males. 

Despite the fact that association with white males is arguably the strongest indicator of 

success for a protege, the research indicates that women and minorities would rather align 
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themselves with individuals of the same sex and race. A catch twenty-two becomes 

evident as women and minorities must align themselves with an established colleague for 

a better chance at career advancement, however alignment with a white male may not be 

the appropriate mentor for a woman or minority. Ibarra (1993) best summarized the 

problem, "the demography of the average American corporation is such that homophilous 

ties are less available, have less instrumental value, and require more time and effort to 

maintain (due to dispersion and tumover) for women and minorities than for their white 

male coimterparts" (p. 69). Additionally, Dreher and Cox (1996) argued that, "white men 

dominate the power stmctures of large organizations, they offer proteges more 

advantages than female mentors and mentors of other racial groups in supporting their 

careers [and subsequent salary attainment]" (p. 305). The research in this facet of 

mentoring is somewhat confusing for women seeking advancement. On the one hand, 

research argues that mentoring is beneficial and alignment with someone of similar sex 

and race is most comfortable for mentor and protege alike. On the other hand, research 

argues that alignment with a white male is most productive because of power stmctures in 

America that place predominately white males at the top. 

The paradox described above is not the only dilemma women face. When a 

woman aligns herself with a male mentor, several other barriers become evident. Cross-

sex relationships dehver a new set of problems women must face (Baugh et al., 1996; 

Cook, 1979; Limbert, 1995; Noe, 1988b; Orth & Jacobs, 1971; Parker & Kram, 1993; 

Swoboda & Millar, 1986; Wunsch, 1994). Noe's (1988b) list of potential barriers to 
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cross-sex mentorships is also cited by other researchers. The first of these barriers is lack 

of access to information networks which places women in an out-group where they are 

unable to meet key people who might be influential in promotion, providing information, 

assigning an individual to important projects and other access to networking tactics. 

The second barrier Noe (1988b) discussed is tokenism which occurs when an 

individual acquires a job where their race or sex has been traditionally underrepresented. 

The individual becomes a token and subsequently more visible. The visibility created 

when one is a token is often negative and associated with preferential treatment which 

may cause barriers between the individual and co-workers. Tokenism also spawns what 

the literature has called the "queen bee syndrome" (Blaska, 1976; Bolton, 1980). 

According to Bolton (1980), the queen bee syndrome "suggests that there can be only one 

outstanding female in an organization and that each one has to fight her way to the top 

with no help from her female colleagues who have already made it" (p. 204). Noe also 

discussed stereotypes and attributions as barriers that label women as less competent. 

One example is that women's success is often attributed to good fortune or preferential 

treatment, rather than a woman's ability and hard work. Finally, socialization practices 

provide a barrier where women find that in order to be successful they must adopt 

traditionally masculine traits such as assertiveness and independence in order to advance 

and that the converse feminine traits are seen as weaknesses thereby causing stagnation in 

careers. Wunsch (1994) added an additional barrier stating, "male faculty are less likely 

to mentor female students and colleagues because of prevailing negative images of 
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women as less productive scholars who have less status than men" (p. 3). Likewise, 

Limbert (1995) stressed that "the male mentor might fear that helping a woman with her 

less valued work might in some way devalue his own" (p. 87). Yet another barrier was 

discussed by Swoboda and Millar (1986) who stated "primary among these [risks to 

women] is the possibility that innuendoes about a sexual relationship with her mentor 

will emerge or that an actual sexual involvement will develop" (p. 10). With the 

increasing awareness of sexual harassment, men and women alike may not want to risk 

any difficult situations that could develop. Consequently, male mentors may choose only 

male proteges. 

Another set of barriers arise when women encounter same-sex mentoring 

relationships. Wunsch (1994) stated, "women need to know about other women's 

experiences in negotiating the male-centered academic environment and to observe 

survivors as role models" (p. 3). However, the most fundamental barrier, as previously 

discussed, is that there are too few women in upper level positions. The bottom line is 

that there are not enough women in positions to be able to mentor any significant number 

of female proteges, and those that are in such positions feel overwhelmed with the 

responsibilities they already have. According to Limbert (1995), this barrier includes 

women typically being overworked and overextended. In addition to having careers, 

most women often are responsible for child-rearing and other duties at home, leaving 

them little extra time to devote to a mentoring relationship. Limbert also asserted that 

"there are so few academic women and since most committees seek at least token female 
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representation, both staff and faculty women are often asked to serve on more committees 

than men are" (p. 89). Being overworked and overextended often cuts into women's 

ability to be effective and available mentors. Some women who could be mentors 

personally do not feel integrated into the male-dominated system, which leads to a feeling 

of isolation. This isolation prevents the mentor from integrating a protege into the 

system. 

Differences between Male and Female Proteges 

Sex and mentoring was explored by Baugh et al. (1996). These authors 

discovered men who were not mentored were more concemed with the work 

environment, while women who were not mentored were more concemed with career 

development. Work environment was defined as the overall attitude towards job 

satisfaction, while career development was seen as a concem for expectations and 

mobility within the career. They attributed this discrepancy to, "perhaps female 

nonproteges' perceived difficulty in obtaining mentors affected their perceptions of 

gaining employment elsewhere, whereas men did not generalize beyond the current work 

setting" (p. 320). 

Other literature focusing on the distinction between male and female mentors and 

proteges isolated academic success as a variable. Academic success was often defined as 

salary and rank; however. Hill et al. (1989) added number of refereed publications and 

number of books authored. In assessing academic success. Hill et al. found, ". . . male 
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faculty who had mentors had the highest average scores on the academic success variate . 

. . however, it is particularly interesting that male faculty without [emphasis in original] 

mentors had a higher average score on the success variate than did female faculty with 

[emphasis in original] mentors" (p. 29). The authors attributed this discrepancy to 

potential power weaknesses of certain mentors, or that the mentored women in this study 

were not as influential or did not reside in the upper echelons of the institution. 

Furthermore, Hill et al. proposed that women might be conditioned to have lower 

expectations than men in terms of career success. 

Contradictory Research 

When exploring a subject as large as mentoring and aligning that research with 

how women are affected in academia, it is not surprising that some research would be 

incongment with the majority of prior research. Comprising a part of such a minority, 

Dreher and Ash (1990) reported that women are more involved in mentoring relationships 

in the workplace than previously reported. Their research concluded that men and 

women involved in professional mentoring relationships did not have different 

expectations concerning promotions and job satisfaction. This incongruity in the research 

can be attributed to women's increasing presence in the workforce. However, one study 

is not sufficient to discredit the abundance of research stating that women are 

underrepresented in the workforce and not well integrated. As described above, the 
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barriers that women face are enough to support the lack of integration women claim to 

experience. 

Another study contradicting previous research was conducted by Goodwin, 

Stevens, and Bellamy (1998). They found "no statistically significant differences 

between men and women SCDE [faculty-to-faculty mentoring in schools, colleges, and 

departments of education] faculty in their attitudes about mentoring, or in their self-

reported mentoring behavior and outcomes" (p. 341). Similarly, Fowler (1982) found no 

significant differences in the number or the quality of mentoring relationships between 

male and female faculty. These findings directly oppose research that claims women felt 

they had less access to mentors than men, and research articulating that women felt the 

barriers of tokenism, stereotyping, socialization practices and attribution that exists in 

mentoring relationships. 

Summary 

Through years of research and study, it has been shown that mentoring provides a 

viable tool for career advancement. Further, women in particular benefit from this tool in 

a society that continues to devalue the female sex in the academic world through 

underrepresentation and inequality. The research covered in this literature review 

examined how mentoring migrated from the adult development of men through the 

organizational context into the academic context. Further, the literature reviewed brought 

forth evidence of inequality and underrepresentation of female faculty in academic 
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institutions. Finally, this review explored the literature that examined the importance of 

mentoring and how it pertains specifically to women. 

The research topics explored in one context have been consistently echoed in the 

other. For example, organizational research provided a format for academic research to 

follow by setting forth types, stages and dysfunctions as the primary areas of focus. 

Although the format may overlap and there has been considerably more research done in 

the organizational context, one cannot necessarily transpose the results of the 

organizational literature onto the academic context. Therefore, continued research in the 

academic context is a necessity. 

As demonstrated in the previously reviewed studies, mentoring is a hot topic. It 

provides positive influence and support in a range of environments, especially for 

women. Richey, Gambrill and Blythe (1988) discussed an important aspect of one way 

in which to study mentoring: 

The mentor metaphor may become less and less descriptive of a patron 
relationship developed by feminist women. Attention to such symbolism 
is important, since metaphors can profoundly influence how phenomena 
are conceptualized and thus significantly shape individual and collective 
responses, (p. 45) 

Their suggestion is a model embracing equity and reciprocity that academic institutions 

should implement. Implementation and ftirther examination of such models can provide 

a basis upon which academia can begin a meaningful transformation into a more 

equitable environment. This transformation would eventually change academic 
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institutions into environments that provide equality to women faculty and administrators 

while upholding ideals of progressive thought. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Two main issues exist in this study: (1) the underrepresentation of women in high 

level positions at post-secondary institutions; and (2) mentoring programs. These 

concepts are intertwined creating positive effects for mentoring to women in academia. 

Specifically, this study examined a mentoring program sponsored by the College of Arts 

and Sciences at a large public university in order to explain how communication works to 

benefit its female faculty participants in the mentoring relationship. To fully understand 

this program and how communication works, it was imperative to analyze the program 

qualitatively, hearing from the faculty and administrators. 

Gathering and analyzing qualitative research was the most productive method for 

this particular study. According to Strauss and Corbin (1990), there are several reasons 

for a researcher to use the qualitative method: (1) the nature of the research problem; (2) 

to gain new information about a previously researched topic; and (3) to learn intricate 

details about a topic. The research problem in this study seeks to reveal the nature of 

mentoring programs and the participant's experiences. As such, to gain a more complete 

look into this topic dealing with human interaction and impressions, a qualitative study 

was conducted. In contrast, a quantitative study would have viewed the problem through 

a mathematical lens which might not adequately consider or interpret the very personal 

nature of a mentoring relationship. 
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Additionally, this study hopes to gain new information to better understand the 

mentoring program at this university. For this aspect of the study to be successful, the 

information must be articulated by the participants in terms of their individual 

experiences, which, as discussed above, can best be described qualitatively. Because this 

study is university specific, the data previously collected and published, while relevant, 

can clearly be supplemented by acquiring qualitative data particular to the mentoring 

program at this university. 

To gain accurate and complete results, intricate details about women's 

experiences and the use of this mentoring program were necessary to obtain. Quahtative 

research can clearly produce those details when compared with other methods which may 

sacrifice valuable details for the sake of more general, broad results. Finally, as this study 

focused on a single mentoring program at one university, the number of participants was 

low, making a qualitative inquiry more appropriate as the population was too small to 

quantify data with any hope of it being statistically apphcable to the larger population. 

This study was carried out by triangulating interviews, surveys and observations. 

According to Lindlof (1995), "triangulation involves a comparative assessment of more 

than one form of evidence about an object of inquiry" (p. 239). Using each method in a 

particular situation, as described below, enabled thorough data collection for the study 

while providing the best method for each situation. Lindlof claims that the multiple-

method strategy offered by triangulation enables the researcher to gather not only greater 
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credibility with his or her research, but also the data become complementary to one 

another and can add enrichment to the data set. 

Sample 

The sample for this study consisted of the two administrators of the mentoring 

program, eight mentors and twelve proteges involved in the mentoring program. All 

participants in this study were female. 

Data Collection 

To begin, it was important to understand the development of the mentoring 

program by examining its original form, changes it has undergone, and future directions it 

might take. Gathering information of this nature was best accomplished by interviewing 

administrators of the program and participating mentors. Interviewing was critical to 

gain the administrators' and mentors' perspective because the complete operation and 

function of the mentoring program cannot be observed. Accordingly, only by 

interviewing the administrators who created the mentoring program and the mentors who 

execute the program can data be gathered to express what cannot be observed or reduced 

to empirical data. According to Lindlof (1995), "through this method [interviewing] the 

researcher tries to gain a critical vantage point on the sense making in communicative 

performances and practices" (p. 165). Additionally, Lindlof states "the researcher 

expects the special nature of what they [the interviewees] have experienced to result in a 
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special articulation: words that can be expressed only by someone who has 'been there'" 

(p. 167). In this particular study, interviewing the administrators and mentors allowed 

each of them to articulate her perspective on implementing and carrying out the 

mentoring program. 

The questions for the administrators and mentors were designed in the form of 

standardized, open-ended interviews based on a sense-making questionnaire (see 

Appendices B and C). The sense-making questionnaire is described by McGee (1996) 

who states, "the sense-making approach seeks a better understanding of how the 

respondent makes sense of situations" (p. 14). This occurs by orienting a respondent to a 

situation in their past that they must describe. Then they are asked to describe a similar 

situation in present context. The orientation to the past helps facilitate their making sense 

of the current situation. 

The open-ended nature of the questionnaires is described by Patton (1990). 

According to Patton, this style of interviewing significantly decreases interviewer bias 

and effect because the questions are carefully designed in advance and are worded the 

same for each individual interviewed. 

Once the interview questions were designed, I contacted an administrator at this 

university both in person and by telephone to get permission to conduct this study. Upon 

her approval, the administrator provided me with a list of the mentor and protege 

participants in the program. I first sent out a letter to all the mentor participants via e-

mail explaining the nature of this study and asking permission to interview them. 
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Further, I asked that they e-mail me if they were interested. Eight of twelve mentors 

contacted me. Each interview was arranged in advance with one administrator or mentor 

being interviewed at a time. All interviews were audio-recorded for accuracy. Before 

each interview began, an opening statement was read to the interviewee describing the 

purpose of the study, what will be asked during the interview, how the information will 

be handled, and how it will be used (see Appendix A). 

The second part of the study involved distributing open-ended questionnaires to 

the proteges (see Appendix E). Rather than interviews, questionnaires were utilized in an 

effort to fully protect the proteges' confidentiality. Since the proteges constitute the 

largest population of individuals in the data collection process, surveys provided the most 

convenient method. Further, surveys are an excellent means to capture attitudes for a 

larger population (Babbie, 1998). However, the convenience of surveys did not mean 

that the quality of results suffered since the surveys mirrored to a large extent the 

interviews conducted with the administrators and mentors. The survey questions were 

open-ended and designed according to the sense-making questionnaire (McGee, 1997) to 

provide the proteges flexibility in their answers. As proteges benefit most from the 

mentoring programs, their input was cmcial to an accurate study. However, interviewing 

has the potential to inhibit their responses for fear of retaliation or other negative 

consequences. Accordingly, a more vivid picture of the mentoring program emerged 

from the use of surveys distributed to the proteges supplemented by the interviews of the 

administrators and mentors. 
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After receiving permission and a list of the proteges participants from the 

administrator of the program, I sent a letter to all the protege participants (see Appendix 

D) explaining the nature of this study and requesting that they complete the survey and 

retum it in the self-addressed and stamped envelope. After receiving only five surveys, I 

sent a follow-up letter requesting further participation. Out of twenty-four protege 

participants, I received twelve surveys. 

The last portion of the study involved direct observation of three meetings each 

between a mentor and her protege(s). Babbie (1998) states that a key strength of field 

research is, "the comprehensiveness of perspective it gives researchers" (p. 283). This 

final aspect allowed the researcher to observe the mentor/protege interaction and 

relationship, and interpret those observations in terms of previously gathered data from 

interviews and surveys. In other words, this observation period provided a complete 

understanding of the mentoring program at this large public university. Babbie also 

states that the natural setting in which observations occur can be more beneficial for 

gathering data than the contrived settings of interviews and/or surveys. Since the 

observations completed the triangulation of methods utilized in this study, the natural 

settings of the observations provided a comprehensive view of the mentoring process. 

For the observations, I contacted all the mentor participants through a letter 

requesting their participation (see Appendix F). I arranged a time to meet with the dyad 

or group. I observed their interaction and took field notes during each meeting. After 
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each meeting I sat down and reflected on each meeting filling in any gaps left in my field 

notes. 

Data Analysis 

Data collected from each method was analyzed individually, followed by a 

comparative analysis of the combined methods. According to Lindlof (1995), it is 

important to create data-texts in order to tum evidence into a form suitable for analytical 

purposes. Lindlof states that a researcher's data need to be placed into a text form 

because "the grafting of the word text onto it introduces the notion that some kinds of 

evidence are meant to be read and interpreted as discourse" (p. 200). Therefore, each 

interview was transcribed. Lindlof suggests that "full transcriptions, including the 

interviewer's questions and remarks and all small talk, are preferred in most cases" (p. 

211). While some researchers document timing, intonations, sound lengths, and speech 

overlaps, Lindlof states, "notations are used minimally, because the sociolinguistic 

pattems and technical organization of speech are not often a focal interest. Interpretivists 

study samples of talk for the relevance of their topical content or for their expressive and 

rhetorical qualities" (p. 211). Accordingly, the transcriptions of the interviews conducted 

took the perspective of an interpretivist looking to study conversation for topical 

relevance. 

Next the surveys and the field notes from the observations of mentoring sessions 

were organized. Patton (1990) suggests that a researcher begins the organization process 
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by sifting through the data collected to ensure that all the data are complete and that there 

are no holes. In essence, Patton states that the researcher must make certain all the data 

are there, that the quality of the data is substantive, and all gaps are filled. 

Once this material was complete, the description process occurred. Patton (1990) 

states that the first process in analyzing qualitative data is a description process. He 

further claims "description must be carefully separated from interpretation" (p. 375). The 

description process simply involves gaining a basic understanding of the data a researcher 

has collected. Patton argues that this process is cmcial to slow down the interpretation 

phase. Most researchers msh into analysis and interpretation by immediately attempting 

to answer "why" questions about their topic without taking the time to describe the 

"whaf and "how" questions of their topic. The description process allows the researcher 

to "present solid descriptive data . . . in such a way that others reading the results can 

understand and draw their own interpretations" (Patton, 1990, p. 375). 

Once the description phase was complete, the data was coded. Coding occurred 

through cross-case analysis. Since the interviews and surveys were strategically worded 

to mirror one another with only slight variations, a cross-case analysis included "grouping 

together answers from different people to common questions or analyzing different 

perspectives on central issues" (Patton, 1990, p. 376). For instance, a common question 

asked in the interviews and on the survey addressed the benefits of a current mentoring 

relationship. Using cross-case analysis, this question was analyzed separately from the 

other questions by grouping together the answers provided by the administrators, mentors 
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and proteges. Such grouping allowed a more readily apparent way in which to see the 

similarities or differences provided in the responses. Additionally, the open-ended nature 

of the surveys allowed for easier coding analysis. As the interviews and surveys were 

analyzed, they were coded according to the similarities of the responses. Accordingly, 

mutually exclusive, non-predetermined themes emerged. In other words, sentences or 

topical phrases that can stand alone emerged naturally from the data. Finally, from the 

themes that emerged, interpretation of the data was executed to discover how 

communication functions in the mentoring relationships of participants in the mentoring 

program of this university. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

In the previous chapter, I explained the data analysis process. In this chapter, I 

will set forth the findings. In presenting these findings, I will introduce themes that 

emerged from each question in the interview transcripts and the surveys. Finally, I will 

cross-analyze these findings in order to uncover the commonalties with the observations 

of mentoring dyads or groups. The mentor interview and protege survey questions were 

designed as mirrors of one another to allow for easier analysis. In other words, question 

number one asked essentially the same question in both the interview and on the survey. 

Accordingly, the following findings will be presented in the order questions were asked 

during the data collection process. 

Design of the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program 

It is important to explain how the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program was 

coordinated. According to interviews with the administrators of the program, it 

originated in the early 1990s as a response to the need to retain and promote more female 

faculty at the university. One administrator stated: 

Anything that increases the success and retention of women in academia is 
useful, because there is a smaller proportion of women in academia than 
men. And recmitment and retention have been historical issues that don't 
go away no matter what seems to be changing in the larger society. So 
just - this just seemed like a -any—something that would be very 
supportive of women. 
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The basic design of the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program begins with the 

voluntary and informal nature of the program. First, each year a survey (see Appendix G) 

is sent to women faculty asking them to indicate if they are interested in starting or 

continuing with the mentoring program, either as a protege (for junior faculty), or as a 

mentor (for senior faculty). Based on the responses, an administrator matches a mentor to 

a protege based on her needs. For example, a protege might indicate on the survey that 

she is looking for a small-group mentoring relationship rather than one-on-one 

mentoring. Accordingly, the administrator would find other proteges who are interested 

in a small group mentoring relationship in addition to a mentor(s) who desires a small 

group context. Another issue addressed during this process is matching mentors and 

proteges from different departments. One administrator said: 

For instance, if someone were in one of the arts, we would try to get 
somebody in the arts, or at least a humanity, not - we wouldn't be looking 
for a mathematician to mentor, you know, an artist necessarily, although 
there's nothing wrong with that. But we try to match a little bit, because 
some of the professional questions can be more usefully answered by 
somebody, a social scientist for a social scientist, say. 

Once the matching is complete, mentors and proteges are on their own to decide 

the amount of time and energy they will expend on behalf of their relationship. An 

administrator commented on the process after matching occurs and stated, "that's the end 

of the stmcture, and that was just, you know, here, go to it, and good-bye. . . It is not 

stmctured and there's a lot of latitude for people to do pretty much what they like." As 

such, the mentoring program is only a program in as much as it initiates mentoring 
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relationships. It is up to individuals in each mentoring relationship to determine what 

they will do with their particular relationship. 

Findings of the Mentor Interviews and Protege Surveys 

As described above, the Arts and Science Mentoring Program is stmctured only 

enough to provide the stmcture for junior women faculty to meet senior women faculty so 

that a mentoring relationship can occur. As such, the way in which women mentor and 

the way in which women proteges respond varies. This section will present the views of 

the mentors and proteges concerning different aspects of the Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program. 

Past Mentoring Relationship 

The first section of the mentor interviews and protege surveys, modeled after the 

sense-making questionnaire described by McGee (1996), oriented mentors and proteges 

to a past mentoring relationship. Asking the mentors and proteges to concentrate on a 

past mentoring relationship put them in the frame of mind to more vividly recollect the 

present, which is the nature of the second section of the interviews and surveys. 

Question One. The first question and its subparts asked both the mentors and 

proteges to reflect upon a past mentoring experience (i.e., the first time they encountered 

a mentoring relationship). In describing a past mentoring experience, a majority of both 
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mentors and proteges described a time when they were students in high school, college, 

or graduate school and were mentored by a senior faculty member. 

In reflecting about a past mentoring relationship, mentors recollected very 

memorable relationships that often sparked feelings of admiration and appreciation. 

For example, mentor respondent 6 (MR 6) described her first mentoring experience as a 

"very ordinary relationship of a junior student with a senior researcher who was willing to 

help me leam all parts of the research process." Another mentor described a situation that 

occurred during high school, although the description of her mentoring experience was 

not anchored to any one individual: 

I participated in athletics, and so I think athletics really does create an 
atmosphere where mentoring occurs. I mean, I think it's - it's part of the 
process of athletics that when you're very young, you know, when you're 
a freshman, you're mentored by the older athletes. And when you become 
older, you're kind of- you know, that's one of the jobs you're given by 
the coaches, that your job is to mentor the younger athletes. And you're 
told that you have to be a team leader and those kinds of things. And 
those are mentoring types of programs. (MR 1) 

Compared to the interview responses of the mentors, the survey responses 

provided by the proteges were described in much less detail, which could be due to the 

handwritten nature of the surveys in comparison to the oral interviews. Additionally, 

perhaps proteges have not had the opportunity to experience as many mentoring 

relationships. Most of the proteges also reported that their first mentoring experience 

occurred in high school, college, or graduate school with a senior faculty member. For 

example, the following is how protege respondent 1 (PR 1) described her first mentoring 

experience, "I had a female professor at my undergraduate institution who was very 
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instrumental in providing a role model." Another protege stated, "during my Ph.D. 

research, the female post doctoral fellow in the lab mentored me in several aspects of the 

study" (PR 3). Another protege stated, "I was an undergraduate. One of my professors 

took a special interest in me. She encouraged me to go to graduate school and she 

celebrated when I was accepted" (PR 12). 

Question Two. After the mentors and proteges were asked to describe the first 

time they encountered a mentoring relationship, the second question focused on what led 

them to believe the relationship they described was actually a mentoring relationship. 

Mentors and proteges alike offered phrases that seemed to capture the essence of what 

they considered a mentoring relationship. Several phrases embraced concrete notions of 

support, advice-giving and goal making. However, the most important concepts 

repeatedly expressed, by both mentors and proteges, were the concepts of safety and 

judgment-free relationships. For example, one mentor said, "you could ask anybody 

anything and you weren't considered to be deficient" (MR 3). Another mentor stated, "I 

guess I always felt that she was someone I could tum to for good, very nonjudgmental 

advice" (MR 8). 

Proteges reported similar themes. For example, protege respondent 2 stated, "the 

person had my best interests in mind." Another comment provided by protege 

respondent 12 stated, "she approached me, and I admired and tmsted her." Protege 

respondent 1, while not directly stating issues of safety stated, "throughout the years, I 

have called on her for advice and still do." In this example safety is implied because this 
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protege has repeatedly returned to the mentor. There is obviously an element of tmst that 

provided this protege with a safe environment to seek advice that was established in the 

development and maintenance of this relationship. 

Administrators also held opinions that the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program 

should be a program that establishes relationships that create a safe and judgment-free 

environment. For example, one administrator stated that one goal for the proteges from 

an administrator's standpoint is: 

To feel safer in the institution, to feel understood, and they've got one 
more resource to go - person to go to, they have a higher self-efficacy 
about being successful here, and that they can do that with less cost than 
there would have been without a mentor, that the mentor will help them 
find balance and avoid some of the mines and mine fields. 

Another administrator echoed the issue of safety in a response to how the program was 

originally designed and is currently operated. This administrator explains how she 

prefers the informal "hands off role she has in the Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program: 

I think it was extremely important to me to be able to assure them that it 
would be a secret, or at least secret from me. . . I've always been afraid 
that there will be people who won't take advantage of this because they're 
afraid that I will know. There are people who feel that I would have a bad 
opinion of them if they asked for help, and I'm very - 1 don't want that to 
get in the way of their asking for help. 

It is interesting to note, that in response to the question just discussed, almost all 

of the mentors reported that no one called it mentoring at that time, while none of the 

proteges made reference to any such notion. For example, mentor respondent 7 stated, 

"back in those days they didn't even have that word [mentoring]." Similarly, mentor 
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respondent 8 commented, "we certainly didn't call it a mentoring relationship." Mentor 

respondent 4 said, "we didn't have mentors per se at that point." Perhaps this is due to 

the fact that the average age of the mentors is 51.6 years old, while the proteges' average 

age is 41.9 years old. As discussed in the literature review, mentoring was not discussed 

systematically in academia until the 1980s. As such, it is likely that a bulk of the mentors 

in this study experienced such relationships prior to the time when mentoring became a 

buzz word. In contrast, the proteges, just a decade behind, experienced mentoring as it 

was gaining popularity. 

Question Three. The next question asked mentors and proteges if they considered 

the mentoring relationship they originally described as helpful. Unfailingly, all 

respondents answered this question in the affirmative. They described it as helpful in 

shaping their careers, providing opportunities, improving self-esteem and confidence, 

offering practical information such as sources for publishing, and aiding in navigating 

different political aspects of academia. Once again, similar themes emerged about safety. 

One protege respondent said, "I felt safer in a strange culture knowing that someone was 

there who cared about me and could help me if I needed it, whether I asked for it or not" 

(PR 6). A mentor mirrored similar sentiments, 

I think what I found helpful is finding out information from a source that 
you tmsted and that you believed would give you good advice on things 
that you wouldn't necessarily know who to ask . . . It was comforting to 
know there was always somebody you could ask those things to and that 
was their job, was to kind of tell you that, and that they weren't going to 
grade you or they weren't going to somehow be evaluating you for your 
graduate career. (MR 1) 
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Question Four. The next question asked if the original mentoring relationship 

described was unhelpful in any way. Almost unanimously, both mentors and proteges 

responded that there was nothing unhelpful about the relationship. Only three of twelve 

proteges expressed some sentiment that their first mentoring experience was unhelpfiil. 

One comment reflected feelings of having to constantly please their mentor and prove 

themselves to their mentor. For example, protege respondent 4 stated, "the pressure to 

please her was tough." Also, they described their mentors as more concemed with their 

own career advancement over that of the protege. For example, protege respondent 8 

stated, "my work on the joumal probably did more for his career than it did for mine." 

Another protege commented that her mentor was more concemed with other student's 

advancement over her own: "Oddly enough, she seemed to favor the advancement of 

males" (PR 1). 

Question Five. The fifth question asked how the originally described mentoring 

relationship affected that individual's life. Mentors and proteges commonly responded 

that the mentoring relationship served as a model of how to be professional and how to 

help others. 

For example, mentor respondent 1 commented, "I think being mentored and being 

allowed to express yourself and felt like there's people you can look up to and mimic and 

those kind of things created who you are." Another mentor expressed similar thoughts: 

"The way she did things served as a role modeling situation for me" (MR 5). 

Additionally another mentor said, 
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Earlier I used the word "model" and when I think of myself in the future, I 
often think of X, because I feel as if she showed me a different way to 
interact with students. She did give me ideas for how I might shape my 
own teaching persona. She was for me the model of a very smart, very 
successfiil woman who achieved full professor" (MR 8), 

Proteges echoed this notion of their mentors serving as a role model. One protege 

stated, "It served as a model for my career and how I could be a mentor to others" (PR 2). 

Another protege commented, "she treated students with great respect. . .I've leamed to 

see students as individuals" (PR 1). Protege respondent 6 said, "it reinforced my desire to 

give something back, to help those younger than I." 

Question Six. In contrast to the relatively consistent answers given in the 

responses to earlier questions, the responses to the final question addressing a past 

mentoring relationship varied significantly between mentors and proteges. The question 

asked if the past mentoring relationship they described influenced their desire to 

participate in the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program. 

All of the mentors responded that it did influence their desire to participate. Some 

of the mentors were directly influenced to participate, while others stated they imagined it 

was a more peripheral consideration. For example, mentor respondent 1 answered, 

"without a doubt. I think that had I not had those experiences, I would have thought the 

mentoring program was just another job." Mentor respondent 3 stated, "oh yeah, I mean, 

that has been the paradigm that I have seen as the kind of ideal for how colleagues can 

behave." Mentor respondent 5 commented: 

Yeah, I've been very fortunate to be associated with helpful people, and, 
you know, I mean, I-in ahnost every stage of my life I can mn down for 
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you one or two people who have really helped me along the way. So I 
think that that probably influenced my decision to pay attention to what 
other people's needs are. 

Answers provided by the mentors that reflected the more peripheral considerations were: 

Oh, it could have. The set of issues that have certainly made me willing to 
be a mentor participant has to do with the difficulties for women in 
academia . . .The mentorship thing in Arts and Sciences has a lot more to 
do with, well, what does it mean to be a woman professional academic? 
(MR 6). 

Similarly, mentor respondent 7 said, "well, probably indirectly, I really didn't think of it 

until now." 

In contrast, the majority of proteges responded negatively, stating their previous 

mentoring relationship did not influence their desire to participate in the Arts and 

Sciences Mentoring Program. Nearly all of the proteges who responded negatively to this 

question provided no other explanation, save one who provided tenure fears as the reason 

she was influenced to participate (PR 9). 

Those that responded positively that their past mentor influenced their desire to 

participate in the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program stated, "since I came to Tech 

without my 'mentors,' I thought a local 'replacement' would be helpful" (PR 1). Protege 

respondent 6 stated, "it gave me hope of building a similar relationship with someone 

here." Protege respondent 12 commented, "I remembered how nurtured I felt and how 

much practical advice and assistance I got from the relationship. I knew it couldn't hurt-I 

didn't know how much it could really help." 
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Current Mentoring Relationship 

The next section of the interview and survey for both mentors and proteges 

concentrated on a current mentoring relationship. An immense amount of respect and 

support was expressed by both the mentors and proteges in reference to their past 

mentoring relationships. The answers for this section were surprisingly different 

compared to reflections on past mentoring relationships. Both proteges and mentors did 

not seem as enthusiastic or supportive of current mentoring relationships. This seems 

odd, as both proteges and mentors cited past mentoring relationships as role modeling 

situations that assisted in paving a career path. Additionally, mentors stated that their 

past mentoring relationship influenced their desire to participate in the Arts and Sciences 

Mentoring Program. The following findings suggest that mentors often do not give 

support in the same way they described receiving support, or at least it appeared to be the 

case for mentors in this specific mentoring program. However, it is also plausible that the 

perceived lack of enthusiasm could actually be skepticism towards revealing too much 

about the nature of their relationship to a researcher they did not know. This skepticism 

might be a defense mechanism the mentors have about protecting their proteges. For 

example, when setting up the interviews with the mentors, one mentor specifically asked 

me to verify that her protege did not object to my meeting with her. She stated that she 

would not participate if it were not supported by her protege. 

Question One. The first question asked mentors and proteges to describe a current 

mentoring relationship. During a majority of the interviews, the mentors discussed their 
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current mentoring relationship as an intra-departmental relationship. When this occurred, 

I had to redirect the questioning so the mentors focused on their most recent Arts and 

Sciences mentoring relationship. Once this was established, the mentors described their 

relationship in terms of themselves as senior faculty and their proteges as junior faculty. 

Compared to their descriptions of past mentoring relationship, very few used detailed 

accounts or descriptive phrases as to the varying nuances of the relationship. Instead, 

most simply stuck to stating the nature of the relationship. For example mentor 

respondent 1 stated, "I mentored a younger assistant professor, and I've kept the same 

person for two years." Mentor respondent 6 commented, "I worked last year as a mentor 

to two junior faculty people." Mentor respondent 8 answered, "I volunteered to serve as a 

mentor and was hooked up with two junior women faculty members." 

Similarly, the proteges wrote only of the nature of the relationship. The lack of 

descriptors in current mentoring relationship that were present in past mentoring 

relationships could indicate a lack of enthusiasm or lack of interest. For example, protege 

respondent 2 described her current relationship as follows: "I meet with another 

professor and discuss career issues." Protege respondent 8 stated her current relationship 

was "an official relationship through the [university's] mentoring program with a woman 

full professor in the same college but not the same department." 

Question Two. The next question asked if there are any benefits to the current 

mentoring relationship. The most common response provided by the mentors focused on 

the concept of service, and that it makes them feel good to help another person. Often, 
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the mentors stated it really did not benefit them at all, other than giving them a sense of 

self-gratification arising from helping others. For example, mentor respondent 4 stated, 

"I don't think the mentoring relationship benefited me at all, other than the fact that I 

hoped that I was doing some good." Another mentor stated, "I don't know how that's 

affected me positively or negatively, really, I mean. I do see it as a type of service, you 

know" (MR 1). Mentor respondent 4 agreed that "the only way it would benefit me, is 

maybe I was helping [the university] and some people trying to live here." Even an 

administrator recognized the importance of service as a benefit to mentors, "The first 

phrase that comes to mind is a willingness to serve, a willingness to be there . . . And I 

have to say serve, because it isn't-mentoring isn't glamorous or-it's serving." 

The other notion expressed by the mentors concerning the benefits of being a 

mentor in the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program is that they leam more about the 

university and other departments. The Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program matches 

mentors to proteges with similar fields, yet mentors and proteges are in different 

departments. Therefore, when a mentor meets their protege, they are often leaming not 

only about that individual, but the department that individual comes from as well. This 

was expressed by mentor respondent 7 who said, "she's [mentor 7's protege] in a 

different department and it gives me an entirely new perspective on the university from 

her eyes, her stage of development." An administrator said, "It also give them [mentors 

and proteges] an opportunity to develop a better understanding of the university, because 
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the people they're mentoring are in somebody else's department that they wouldn't 

necessarily know about." 

In contrast, when asked about the benefits to their current mentoring relationship, 

only one protege expressed similar sentiments of leaming about other departments, "I 

always enjoy meeting/knowing faculty in other departments" (PR 1). With that 

exception, nearly all other proteges provided more concrete examples of getting good 

advice, being validated, and feeling understood. For example, protege respondent 2 

stated, "I am able to have a safe and confidential place to discuss and explore sensitive 

career issues." Protege respondent 6 stated, "It's good to have someone to speak with 

about problems before making attempts to deal with them in such a highly charged 

atmosphere." Another protege commented "it's very helpful to have an outside 

perspective and just someone to listen to me" (PR 8). Protege 12 answered, "she 

introduced me to people, told me where to go for all sorts of resources, gave me an idea if 

I was on the right track. Plus she was there to answer any questions that I felt 

uncomfortable asking in my department." 

Question Three. The third question asked mentors and proteges if there were any 

aspects of the current mentoring relationship that were non-beneficial. Contrary to the 

past mentoring relationships described by mentors where they unanimously stated there 

was nothing not beneficial, the mentors expressed some concems about their current 

mentoring relationships. Three concems were repeatedly expressed by the mentors: (1) 

time constraints; (2) physical proximity; and (3) lack of knowledge. 
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The first issue of time constraints was related to the Arts and Science's mentoring 

program, in their opinion, being a formal program. Accordingly, some of the mentors 

stated that the program added something else for them to do, despite the fact that the 

program does not mandate a set amount of time for the mentors and proteges to meet. 

These mentors simply mentioned that this program was another obligation versus a 

naturally forming relationship of two people. For example, mentor respondent 5 stated, 

"probably none of us put the kind of time into it that we needed to. There are more, many 

more informal opportunities for mentoring." Similarly, mentor respondent 1 commented, 

"the obvious answer is the time constraints. It hinders you in terms of you have to devote 

time to doing that." Mentor 7 commented, "it's hard to get close to somebody and give 

them advice when you've got an hour every other month." 

The problems related to physical proximity and lack of knowledge originate with 

the matching process. Most mentors felt since the matching of a protege to a mentor was 

done with the intent of creating a dyad of mentors and proteges from different 

departments, it was difficult to get to the other buildings to see the proteges as often. For 

example, mentor respondent 1 stated: 

X's office is all the way on the other end of the campus, and so X and I 
don't run into each other on a daily basis, or even a weekly basis, or 
sometimes even a monthly basis. We don't go to similar meetings. And 
so when we see each other, it has to be a forced thing, you know, as 
opposed to people I see in the hallway and I see these young faculty and I 
say 'oh, what are you doing Friday? Let's go get a beer.' That's, you 
know, a little bit easier, I think. 
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Mentor respondent 2 stated, "I've not been in touch with her much. One of the reasons is 

the contact. Her department - 1 do mentoring more here in this building. I see more 

female faculty, it's just I see them in the corridor and talk to them." Mentor 8 agreed, 

"I'm always kind of disturbed by the fact that [the university] is so isolated, isolating. 

You know, with separate building, you tend not to meet other faculty members." 

The final perceived problem, a lack of knowledge in the protege's subject area, 

was a concem for many mentors. Mentors often felt unable to provide specific 

information about which departmental joumals are most beneficial for tenure and 

promotion, or provide accurate feedback on research, because they were in different 

fields. For example, mentor respondent 4 stated, "if anything, it was a lack of knowledge 

in their area. I was not knowledgeable at all in their area. To the extent of helping with 

research, for example, I couldn't." Similarly mentor respondent 5 stated: 

The people I was assigned were in vastly different fields than I, and once 
we had our discussion about what they thought was most important, which 
was the tenure and promotion process, then we had - we didn't have a 
whole lot of day-to-day contact of specific information and questions to 
share, I suspect that it would have been different if I had, like, been a 
senior faculty member in their department or in one of their departments or 
in a department that was closer to what their actual academic interests 
were. I think that might have been part of the stumbling block, part of the 
problem. 

In contrast, the proteges answers unanimously revealed there was nothing not 

beneficial in their current mentoring relationship. The proteges provided no additional 

information other than writing the response "no," This was most likely due to the nature 
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of the written responses and inability to follow up with any additional questioning that 

could probe for more information. 

Question Four. The fourth question asked mentors and proteges how their current 

mentoring relationship affects their own life. The answers provided by the mentors were 

congment with benefits described above. They often responded that it made them feel 

good. Mentor respondent 3 stated, "I like helping colleagues succeed and feel good about 

themselves, and so that is, you know, really rewarding," Similarly, mentor respondent 2 

stated, "I can help people and when I'm in that situation I can provide leadership," 

Additionally, some stated it did not affect their life at all because their contact with their 

proteges was minimal. Also, it is notable that in response to this question there was guilt 

felt by two mentors who stated they should have called their proteges more or followed 

up with their proteges more often. Mentor respondent 7 stated, "I guess it's affected my 

life because I feel guilty that I don't call her more often." Similarly, mentor respondent 5 

stated, "well, I felt guilty sometimes about not following up as much as I thought maybe I 

should, you know, making phone calls or making time, but I sort of did a - bmshed those 

thoughts aside in the same way that people do all the time by rationalizing that if they 

needed me that they could call me." 

The proteges' responses ranged from affecting their life in that they received 

support, to the benefit that comes from leaming to mentor others, to reinforcing a desire 

to succeed. Protege respondent 8 stated, "my relationship has been very, very helpful to 

me. This profession can be very discouraging because so much of it involves rejection 
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(submissions to joumals and pubhcations, etc.) and my mentor has provided much 

needed moral support." Protege respondent 3 answered, "I feel supported. I have 

advocates who desire my success." Protege respondent 10 commented, "it helps me relax 

and put things in perspective and it allows me the chance to leam how to mentor others." 

Question Five. The last question in this section asked mentors how they feU their 

mentoring affected their protege's life and asked proteges how they felt their relationship 

affected their mentor's life. The mentors did not provide any specific examples of how 

their relationship might affect their protege's life. They only stated a hope that their 

proteges derived some benefit and that it made their life easier. For example, mentor 

respondent 3 stated, "I hope it makes them feel more comfortable and confident." Mentor 

respondent 1 reiterated the same notion, but also reinforced the theme of providing a safe 

environment: "I hope it makes her Hfe easier . . . that she can feel safe bouncing things 

off me and not feel like she's going to be judged or evaluated or it's going to affect her in 

terms of tenure and promotion in any way." 

Two of the proteges expressed concem that their mentoring relationship uses their 

mentors' valuable time. Protege respondent 9 stated, "she has to make time to see me and 

she has a full schedule." Protege respondent 10 stated, "I think I worry that it may take 

away from her valuable time." Other proteges responses reflected their uncertainty as to 

how the relationship affected their mentor's life. 
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Mentoring Commimication 

The next section of mentor interviews and the protege surveys probed the 

respondents for information about communication in their current mentoring relationship. 

This section not only searched for detailed accounts of how communication works, but 

also asked for logistical information about when, where and how often communication 

occurs. 

Question One. The first question asked mentors how advice was given and asked 

proteges how their mentor gave advice. Two themes emerged from the responses 

provided by the mentors: sharing their own experiences and listening. Mentor respondent 

1 stated: 

I don't really give advice. I listen. I don't give advice, and she doesn't 
seek it. You know, she'll just tell me what's going on and I'll tell her 
about my own experiences or - you know, sometimes she just asks 
questions that are black and white, you know, what's the tenure process 
and when do your papers have to be in and how does the vote occur? 
That's not really advice; that's just giving information . . . And I told her 
about my own experiences, too, and I think sometimes that's - that eases 
people's minds. 

Mentor respondent 7 echoed the notion of sharing experience in her comment that "I 

draw on my own experience and anybody's experience that I've ever heard of" Another 

mentor commented with the following: "There is a lot of sharing, so people maybe say, 

well, this was my experience, or I found this happened in our department, and that 

enables you to have different responses and you can make an informed decision" (MR 3). 

When compared to those of the mentors, the proteges' answers reflected that they 

received the information in the way the mentors perceived relaying it. For example, 
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protege respondent 3 stated that her mentor was "very straightforward. Honest, filled 

with integrity. I always feel like she has my best interest at heart." Another comment 

provided by a protege is "she would speak from her experience" (PR 7). Other proteges 

responded that their mentors gave advice in the form of giving their opinion and support. 

Again, the theme of safety and judgment-free advice was present. For example, protege 

respondent 12 stated, "she always says I don't have to take her advice, but she says, 'This 

is what I'd do - here are some other options.' I always feel she is candid and has my best 

interest at heart." 

Question Two. This question asked mentors and proteges how often 

communication in the mentoring relationship occurs. The responses by mentors and 

proteges ranged from once a month being the most frequent, to once a semester being the 

least frequent. The most common answer was two to three times a semester. 

Question Three. This question asked mentors and proteges how long they 

communicate when they meet in the context of their mentoring relationship. The 

responses by mentors and proteges ranged from thirty minutes to two hours. The most 

common answer was one hour. 

Question Four. This question addressed where mentors and proteges most often 

communicated when they got together. This question was significant to ask because it 

could help determine if there are any power dynamics occurring. For example, if a 

protege were always to meet in a mentor's office, since the mentor has the senior status 

and power in the relationship, meeting at the mentor's office could be intimidating. 
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However, the responses indicated power dynamics were minimized since the majority of 

proteges and mentors met off campus at a neutral location for coffee or lunch, typically at 

a local restaurant. There were altemative meeting places as suggested by one mentor who 

stated she went on field trips, visiting each person's office in her mentoring group (MR 

6). 

Question Five. The last question concerning communication asked mentors and 

respondents what topics they covered in their meetings together. The most common 

response concemed tenure and promotion issues. However, when asked about personal 

issues, mentors responded that they discussed personal issues, but that more often than 

not the personal issues related to something professional. For example, mentor 

respondent 8 stated, "one of my mentees was stmggling with employment for her 

husband while she was here and, you know, was she going to have to do a commuting 

relationship. So we did talk usually about personal things, but they were somehow 

connected to the individual's professional life." One of the administrators stated, "I 

would see that [personal questions] as professionally related. I think that anything that 

both the mentor and the person being mentored is comfortable with is certainly - you 

know, probably has a place for it." Several of the topics mentioned that were inter-related 

between personal and professional issues was the topic of balancing family and career. 

Proteges often mentioned topics more directly related to professional issues, such as 

teaching, publishing and tenure and promotion. 
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The final portion of the mentor interview and protege survey asked mentors when 

they felt they most helped a protege and asked proteges when they felt most helped by a 

mentor. Due to the varied and individualized nature of the answers, these finding will not 

be addressed in the same manner as the preceding questions have been presented. Rather, 

these findings will be intermittently included in the upcoming analysis section as support 

for some of the themes that emerged. 

Findings of the Observations of Mentor and Protege Dyads or Groups 

The observations of mentoring dyads and groups supported and paralleled the 

answers provided in the mentor interviews and protege surveys. Additionally, the 

observations provided a more complete view of the mentoring process through witnessing 

the previously discussed concepts, from the interviews and transcripts, in action as a fluid 

dynamic. 

One caveat should be noted. The observations that were conducted consisted of a 

dyad on two occasions, and a small group on one occasion. The individuals who met 

might not have been representative of the complete mentoring relationship for that 

mentor. For example, in one instance, the mentor met with one protege. However, that 

mentor has other proteges with whom she has mentoring relationships. It just so happens 

that I was able to observe this particular dyad. 
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Location and Duration 

First, two observations were conducted at locations where issues of power 

dynamics were minimized. This supports the answers provided in the mentor interviews 

and protege surveys in relation to location and length of the mentor/protege meeting. 

One dyad met off-campus at a restaurant, and the other met on campus at a neutral 

location. However, the third dyad met at the mentor's office. This is incongment with 

the majority of responses provided in the interviews and surveys, which revealed a 

neutral location as the most common meeting place for a mentor and protege. In all 

instances, the meetings lasted approximately an hour. 

Topics Covered 

Topics covered during the course of the meeting were carefully noted. In all 

instances the sequential progressions of the meetings were similar. When the protege and 

mentor first noticed one another, they greeted each other and proceeded with small talk, 

which involved asking about family or how they were each doing in general. This 

appeared to be a type of reacquainting or catching up period of the meeting. According to 

the results provided in the interviews and surveys, meetings occurred on average two to 

three times a semester. Assuming these relationships were similar in the number of times 

they met, this reacquainting time seemed natural. 

Similarly, each conversation had intermittent periods throughout the observation 

of small talk and asking about more personal issues. Some of the conversations centered 
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around family, for instance asking about children and/or spouses and talking about 

daycare. The others centered around discussing mutual acquaintances. These topics will 

be discussed in more detail below. 

In each of the three meetings, the subject of departmental hires, departmental 

politics, and departmental problems arose, and the proteges expressed friistration 

concerning these topics. Finally, the subjects of tenure, publication, and conferences 

were discussed. Each of these topics centered around the proteges' progress in each area 

with the mentor providing advice and/or assistance. 

Other Similarities 

One final point of interest that existed in all three meetings was the nature of the 

relationships. The women in each observation tmly appeared to be fiiends in addition to 

the mentoring function that exists in their relationships. This was evident in one of the 

observations where the protege and mentor hugged during their greeting. The protege 

later informed me that they always greet each other this way. This was the case in 

another observation, except the mentor and protege hugged as they concluded their 

meeting. The final observation did not exhibit such physical affection; however, the two 

proteges remained together after the meeting with the mentor and ate lunch. In addition, 

they arranged a time when they could go to lunch together with their spouses. This 

appeared to be something they try to do occasionally. They also mentioned their children 

being at each other's birthday parties. This sort of camaraderie, hugging and taking 
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personal interest in the other's personal life, transcends traditional collegial relationships 

and is actually what appears to be genuine fiiendship. 

Another similarity that existed in two of the three observations was that the 

mentor paid for the protege's breakfast in one case and coffee in another case. It could be 

argued that gesture demonstrates the mentor's willingness to create a friendly 

environment open to helping the proteges. 

Details from Each Observation 

This section will provide the details from each observation by specifically 

describing what occurred between the mentor and protege. Each description will tie 

together the results from the mentor interviews and protege surveys to paint a complete 

picture of what transpires in the mentoring process. 

Observation One. The protege arrived at the restaurant off campus. The mentor 

had already been seated. The initial contact consisted of the protege hugging her mentor 

followed by small talk which centered around the weather and the delay the protege had 

in arriving. Once seated, the mentor and protege ordered coffee. The protege handed the 

mentor a copy of a paper she was submitting for a conference. The mentor had earlier 

agreed that she would look over this paper for the protege. This initial act of their 

meeting demonstrated one way in which the mentor was assisting the protege. 

Related to the paper, the protege then discussed problems she had with the 

statistics. She mentioned that no one in her department was able to assist her in 
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confirming that the statistics were computed correctly. The mentor provided a name of 

someone in another department who would have the knowledge and understanding to 

assist her. Again, this demonstrates yet another way in which the mentor assisted the 

protege. This time it occurred in providing a valuable resource about which the protege 

was unaware. 

At this point, the conversation tumed to more small talk, yet consistent with 

results presented in the mentor interviews and protege surveys, the talk appeared to be 

more personal (discussing a mutual fiiend), when in fact it related to professional issues. 

For example, the protege mentioned that this person recently had a baby and she and this 

person were laughing calling the baby a "tenure baby" due to the baby's birth after the 

person had received tenure. As literature has stated, women often find it difficult to 

balance their career and home life, especially in academia where the pursuit of tenure is 

often very strenuous. Accordingly, this discussion of the tenure baby related 

professionally to the mentor's and protege's common bond of being women academics 

who have stmggled with this issue or who could understand this stmggle. 

The next topic related to departmental politics. The protege was expressing 

concem that her department chair was being overly protective and not allowing her to 

determine what she was able to handle in terms of balancing a new course she wanted to 

teach and her pursuit of tenure. Additionally, the department's attitude toward her 

pubhcation record frustrated her. She stated that her department did not value co-

authored publications as much as they valued solo-authored publications. Also related to 
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the protege's department, the protege talked about the lack of mentors in her department 

among senior faculty. She stated that even though they have made her feel welcome and 

had extended offers to assist her, she still did not feel comfortable discussing these 

problems concerning the department chair with any of the senior faculty in the 

department. 

During the course of this discussion, the mentor listened intently and simply 

provided a sounding board for the protege to vent her frustrations. There was really no 

advice the mentor could provide because she understood the difficulty of expressing 

fhistration to a department chair during the tenure process. She stated that the protege 

needed to continue doing what she was doing, and once she received tenure, then she 

would be able to be more vocal with her opinions and finstrations. 

The final topic the mentor and protege discussed was a recent conference that the 

protege was attending. The protege asked about additional funding for the conference 

and the mentor offered her a suggestion for where the protege would be able to receive 

additional funding. In this case, the mentor again provided a resource that the protege 

was unaware of that would help her achieve the desired results. 

Observation Two. The second observation occurred on campus at a neutral 

location. In this observation the mentor met with two proteges. The mentor and the first 

protege got coffee and during the course of getting coffee and finding a table, they 

engaged in small talk conceming each other's families and various other catching up 

topics. The second protege had not yet arrived. 
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When looking for a place to sit, the mentor and the protege began to go to one 

section where tables were set up. The mentor stated they should not sit in that section 

because other faculty tended to sit there and might overhear their conversation. In this 

instance, the mentor was demonstrating her desire to create a safe environment for her 

proteges to openly discuss their concems and fiiistrations. As stated in the results from 

the mentor interviews and protege survey, safety is an important feature of the mentoring 

relationship. In this case, the mentor clearly was aware and wanted to provide that safe 

place for the proteges. 

Once seated (in a more secluded section of tables), the mentor and the first 

protege discussed the protege's fiiistrations with her department's handhng of candidates 

for a couple of positions that were open. First, she mentioned a meeting that took place 

in her department in which she expressed her opinion and suggestions and was somewhat 

successful. The mentor validated and supported the suggestions that she made and 

congratulated her on her success. Related to the first experience conceming a 

departmental hire, the protege then expressed frustrations related to how her department 

handled two of the candidates. In this instance, the mentor shared a similar situation that 

occurred in her own department. By sharing her experience, the mentor not only 

confirmed that the protege was justified in her fiiistrations, but also provided an 

opportunity to let the protege know this is not the first time something similar had 

happened. In other words, the protege was not alone in her experience or her reaction to 

her experience. Additionally, the mentor expressed concem that the protege take care of 
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her health during this fiiistrating time. Through this suggestion, the mentor demonstrated 

that she genuinely cares about what happens to this protege not only professionally, but 

personally. 

After discussing the departmental fiiistrations, the focus of conversation shifted to 

discuss the protege's progress in publishing. The protege proudly announced a recent 

success in publishing, and the mentor shared in her excitement. 

At this moment, protege two arrived and sat down with the first protege and the 

mentor. Again, the conversation centered around greetings and catching up on personal 

issues such as family. Protege two did not have as many fiiistrations to discuss. The 

biggest fhistration the second protege was experiencing concemed how to handle a 

student athlete who was not coming to class. Similar to how she mentored the first 

protege, the mentor validated her fiiistration and provided an altemative solution. 

After some additional small talk, the mentor had to leave for another engagement, 

but the proteges decided to stay and have lunch together. The nature of this mentoring 

relationship not only provided the proteges with a senior faculty person with whom to 

discuss their problems, but also provided an opportunity for a fiiendship to develop 

between the two proteges. 

Observation Three. The final observation took place in the mentor's office. 

When asked why she chose this location, the mentor stated it was more convenient for her 

and her protege. 
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This observation began with the protege arriving in a jovial mood, laughing and 

joking with her mentor, thankful that it was the end of the week. After that brief greeting, 

the mentor asked the protege if she had something for her. Immediately, the protege 

handed the mentor a series of notecards. They explained that these notecards provided a 

method, suggested by the mentor for the protege to tt-ack her publications. The protege 

commented that this suggestion saved her life and made managing her time and keeping 

up with her progress so much easier. The protege then went through the notecards with 

the mentor describing where she was in her progress. The protege appeared very excited 

and proud of what she had been doing, and the mentor shared in her enthusiasm. 

The mentor then shifted the conversation to focus on conferences and awards. 

The mentor suggested ways in which the protege might position herself so that she could 

receive awards. This sparked a concem from the protege. She recently was asked to be 

an officer for an association. She expressed concem that being an officer would be too 

much work, almost a full-time job. The mentor offered her support by agreeing that that 

would be taking on too much. The mentor suggested some altematives that the protege 

might consider if she were interested in being an officer. The protege said she really was 

not too interested, but thought she might apply for a less demanding position. The 

mentor agreed that would be the best scenario for the protege. The mentor then told of a 

fiiend that took on too much. In this instance, she validated the protege by providing a 

shared experience. 
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After this conversation, they began mutually sharing experiences and classroom 

ideas to make their courses more interesting. They were both extremely enthusiastic and 

willing to share their suggestions, as well as take them. Despite the fact that this 

mentoring dyad met in the mentor's office, power dynamics did not appear to be a 

problem. I would attribute this to the nature of this dyad's relationship. They were 

extremely good fiiends as indicated by their concem for each other. For example, shortly 

after they finished talking about classroom ideas, the protege had mentioned she was 

feehng tired. Almost immediately, the mentor began probing the protege about her health 

in an attempt to figure out why she was so tired. The mentor kept saying, "you 

mentioned you felt tired, are you getting enough sleep? I want to explore what is making 

you so tired." Reciprocating this concem, the protege asked the mentor about a recent 

surgery she had. In addition, the mentor asked about the protege's spouse's new position. 

They seemed to know a great deal of personal information about each other. However, 

the most telling sign that their relationship transcended only a mentoring dyad into 

fiiendship was that they hugged each other when they finished. 

Additionally, in regard to the protege's health, the mentor provided information as 

to where she might go to get an opinion from a specialist. The protege was new to the 

area and through the mentor's advice she was given information that the protege might 

not otherwise have known. 

Finally, this dyad discussed departmental concems. The protege was from a large 

department with apparently difficult relational dynamics. The protege expressed concem 
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about junior colleagues who might be overstepping their boundaries in departmental 

meetings and that she kept quiet for fear of her pursuit of tenure being jeopardized. 

Additionally, the protege mentioned conflicts within the department. While she did not 

feel she was directly a part of the conflict, she still felt compelled to discuss it with her 

mentor. This obviously created an uncomfortable situation for the protege. However, the 

mentor listened intently and confirmed the protege's feelings of discomfort. Further, she 

suggested that the protege continue with her current behavior of remaining quiet. The 

mentor firmly agreed that the protege had just reason to be concemed for her colleagues. 

The meeting ended with both the mentor and protege discussing going home and 

what they would do when they got home. The mentor reiterated that she was proud of the 

protege's progress and encouraged her to continue with such progress. They hugged and 

went their separate ways. 

Analysis 

After presenting the findings from the mentor interviews, the protege surveys, and 

observations of mentoring dyads or groups, a more complete picture begins to emerge 

conceming the nature of communication in mentoring relationships. More importantly, 

we begin to understand how this relationship helps women in academia. The following 

section will analyze the findings by linking mentoring relationships to muted group 

theory as a way to circumvent the oppression felt by women in academia. This will occur 
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by first explaining muted group theory, then discussing themes that emerged in the 

findings section, followed by the connection they form. 

Muted Group Theory 

Muted group theory developed from observations made by the anthropologist 

Edwin Ardener, According to Ardener (1975), the entire explanations of cultures 

historically were defined based only on male interviews. He found that anthropologists 

reported only male interviews because the male model seemed to be more authentic and 

tme because it coincided with the anthropologists' own male model of explanations. In 

studying the rituals of the Bakweri women of Cameroon, Ardener noted that, although 

women provided information that went beyond the scope of scientific data, women's 

experiences are just as important as men's to the make up of a culture. As stated in Wood 

(2000), "[Ardener] concluded that the masculine bias in anthropological research was 

deeper than he had first realized. Not only are men the ones consulted about cultural life, 

but also the very language of cultures has a masculine bias" (p. 276). 

Shirley Ardener extended the work of her husband to argue that when a culture is 

defined with a masculine bias, it excludes members in that culture who lack the ability to 

express themselves (Ardener, 1978). Wood (2000) draws the conclusion that, "because 

the public sphere has been predominantly populated by men and their language, women 

generally feel less able to participate in public discourse" (p. 276). 
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Adding to the Ardeners' research, Kramarae (1981) focused primarily on the 

distinction between public and private spheres, as both relate to gender roles in Westem 

society. She claimed that because men have historically dominated the public sphere in 

which they created language, a hierarchy resulted where men's perspectives are 

dominant. 

Spender (1984) included the "power to name" in muted group theory. The power 

to name suggests that language constmcts reality. As such, those who have the power to 

name inherently have the power to constmct reality and subsequently silence certain 

groups. For example, when discussing the "traditional" family that existed in the 1950s, 

most people are typically referring to the white, middle-class experience. They describe 

the home in suburbia with a mother who stayed at home and a father who was the 

breadwinner. This 1950s traditional family is not reflective of the experiences of African 

American families during this time frame. In contrast, African American women worked 

and often had more access to jobs than African American men. Therefore, the traditional 

notion of the 1950s family does not reflect the experiences of this muted group. As 

Spender stated, "[language] promotes male imagery in everyday life at the expense of 

female imagery . . . it reinforces the belief of the dominant group, that they, males, are the 

universal, the central, important category so that even those who are not members of the 

dominant group leam to accept this reality" (p. 157), Chandler (1996) supports this 

concept although applying it specifically to mentoring in academia: "Much of the 

research [on mentoring] has identified male career pattems and subsequently used those 
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as a standard against which to measure women's experience" (p, 79). The Arts and 

Sciences Mentoring Program is a way for women to define the context of their 

experiences and circumvent relying solely on a male model in which to succeed in 

academia. 

Muted group theory has developed over the past three decades and is recognized 

for its three essential features (Wood, 2000). First, language names experiences, which 

determines what is socially recognized. Wood (2000) describes this feature as, "those 

who name the world have the privilege of highlighting their experiences and what they 

consider important by naming them and of erasing experiences they do not know or 

consider important by not naming those" (p. 277). Second, dominant discourse silences 

or mutes groups that are not in society's mainstream. In other words, the voices of 

marginalized group members are muted, or at least, distorted within a communication 

system that excludes their experiences as illegitimate. Finally, muted group theory is a 

theoretical framework that can be used to study communication of dominant and non 

dominant groups. In the case of this study, muted group theory is being used to explain 

women's experiences in academia. 

Muted group theory is considered a critical theory. As such, its purpose is to 

produce social change. According to Wood (2000), "in the case of this theory, one 

desired change is for women to assume the power to name their own experiences in ways 

that reflect their meanings" (p, 278), The Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program at the 
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university which is the focus of this study, provides women the opportunity to discuss 

their experiences with other women who can understand and vahdate those experiences. 

Chandler (1996) suggests a way to improve conditions for female faculty by 

providing ideas that include naming the problem, raising the consciousness level, 

providing a voice, and being an activist. The Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program 

utilizes each of these tools to change the environment for women in academia through 

mentoring. By identifying the fact that women stmggle in academia and subsequently 

creating this program, the administrators of the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program 

have identified and named the problem. The recognition of the problem and 

implementation of the mentoring program served to raise the consciousness level among 

new women faculty. On an individual level, when women meet with other women who 

validate their experiences, they realize they are not isolated. Talking with other women 

on campus provides women with a voice, which in tum allows them to assist other 

women and students who need a confidant. The Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program is 

a mechanism with which change can be produced. 

In academia, women are a non-dominant group. As such, research indicates that 

women often stmggle more than men in the pursuit of tenure and promotion (e.g., 

Bronstein & Famsworth, 1998; Bronstein et al., 1986; Hawkins, 1993; Mall, 1986; "Not 

so bad," 1996; Rausch et al., 1989; Russell, 1991; Swoboda & Millar, 1986). It is 

logical, based on muted group theory, that as white men are dominant in the upper 

echelons of academia, this male-dominated institution determines which experiences are 
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legitimate, and subsequently women become excluded from their own legitimized 

experiences. Such is the record at this university where women hold a disproportionately 

low number of tenured faculty positions when compared to men. Swoboda and Millar 

(1986) stated that "by virtue of their social training and status as 'outsiders on the 

insides,' women in higher education, business, and government inevitably have 

'different' experiences in these professions. These experiences are often unaffirmed, 

mute, unshared" (p. 8). Mentoring provides a way for women to voice their experiences 

to others who understand and validate their experiences. Accordingly, the Arts and 

Sciences Mentoring Program provides a way for women to circumvent the very 

institution that silences their experiences. 

According to Sandler (1983), "standards for professional behavior and criteria for 

evaluating teaching, research and pubhcations are largely determined by 'unwritten' mles 

handed down from one generation of scholars to the next and communicated informally 

from one colleague to another" (p.2). This is tme in academia where men have 

traditionally comprised the upper echelons. Based on the research conceming barriers 

women face in academia (Baugh et al., 1996; Blaska, 1976; Bolton, 1980; Cook, 1979; 

Dreher & Cox, 1996; Fagenson, 1988; Ibarra, 1993; Kalbfleisch & Davies, 1991; 

Limbert, 1995; Noe, 1988b; Orth & Jacobs, 1971; Parker & Kram, 1993; Swoboda & 

Millar, 1986; Wunsch, 1994) I argue that women are excluded from leaming and 

understanding the academic process. As such, the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program 

provides a way for women to pass on the mles of the academy to other women without 
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the fear of being judged or evaluated for seeking information conceming the mles, and in 

a way that legitimizes experiences of women on campus. 

Presentation of Themes in Support of Muted Group Theory 

In analyzing the findings from the mentor interviews, protege surveys and 

observations, several themes emerged that link the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program 

to muted group theory. These themes arose as mutually exclusive and salient issues that 

help explain the differing dynamics of how women's voices are heard in the context of 

the mentoring program versus the silencing that occurs in the context of the entire 

academic institution. In this section I will present each theme, provide examples, and 

demonstrate how each theme is tied to muted group theory. 

Opportunity. Research supports the notion that women typically do not have as 

many opportunities as men to be mentored (Baugh et al, 1996; Dreher & Ash, 1990; 

Dreher & Cox, 1996; Fagenson, 1988; Halcomb, 1980; Ibarra, 1993; Kalbfleisch & 

Davies, 1991; Ragins & Scandura, 1997). Given that scarcity, opportunities become even 

more critical for women in academia. The theme of opportunity presented itself not only 

in mentor interviews and protege surveys, but actually arose at the original conception of 

this program. The fact that the College of Arts and Sciences has operated a program for 

women, which allows them to voice their concems, fiiistrations, and successes to other 

women, presents an important opportunity in and of itself This is supported by research 

that indicates that women being mentored by women provides the opportunity for more 
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effective mentoring relationships than women being mentored by men (Dreher & Cox, 

1996; Kalbfleisch & Davies, 1991). 

The opportunity theme is also supported through the women's response 

statements in the way mentors provided opportunities for their proteges. Mentor 5 stated 

that in her experience she was most beneficial to proteges when she was department 

chair, "just in terms of creating opportunities for people. Not necessarily creating them, 

but being aware of them and pointing them out." Mentor respondent 5 reflected on how a 

previous mentors assisted her, "they [past mentors] helped me and gave me opportunities, 

which I really think is - mentoring is two things. It's helping people and also creating 

opportunities for them when they're ready." Other mentors echoed this theme. Mentor 2 

discussed how she had requested that her department set up a laboratory for her. Her 

department was non-compliant and actually asked what she would be able to do with such 

a technologically advanced laboratory. When the protege (mentor 2) brought this to her 

former mentor's attention, the protege (mentor 2) explained that her former mentor was 

able to get the laboratory for her to run. Mentor 8 discussed how her mentor was able to 

put her in contact with colleagues who would help get an essay she had written published. 

In this instance, the mentor stated, "Literally, she [the mentor's mentor] was providing a 

kind of old boy system for me in that way." In each of these examples, the mentor 

described a situation where either she as a mentor, or previous mentors, provided 

opportunities for proteges. It is axiomatic that without opportunity, especially women, 

cannot advance in any environment. As such the mentoring relationship provides an 
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excellent format to challenge and connect women to further enhance their professional 

career. 

Upon reflection, proteges placed an equal emphasis on the opportunities created 

both by past mentoring relationships and current mentoring relationships. Protege 1 quite 

humbly acknowledged that she was simply appreciative of having the opportunity to 

know her mentor. Protege 7 explained that her former mentor, who was a dean, set up a 

summer study grant that gave her an opportunity to utilize and refine her research skills 

and then gave her a leave of absence to begin her Ph.D. program. Protege 8 said her 

former mentor "[provided] me with a unique opportunity to edit a joumal for an 

organization he had started." Protege 11 said her mentor made her aware that 

departments set aside funds to sponsor faculty at conferences. 

Another example of opportunity was provided during the observations. Each 

mentor provided her protege with the opportunity to share fiiistrations. Further, each 

mentor provided information to her protege that offered the opportunity for resolution of 

the issues before the protege. A prime example was discussed in the preceding paragraph 

where the mentor provided her protege with the name of a resource where she could get 

additional funding. The protege was unaware of this opportunity and she became aware 

of this possibility only after utilizing her mentoring relationship, an opportunity provided 

by the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program. 

The opportunities described, some of which were with previous mentoring 

relationships at other schools and some of which were with the mentoring program 
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sponsored by the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program, reinforce the notion that 

opportunities provide people with experiences that help them develop professionally. 

Specifically, without the opportunities provided by the Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program, these women would likely have more difficulty creating opportunities without 

suffering potential consequences, such as being denied tenure. As such, the opportunity 

women have to communicate to other women who have been in, or who are in, similar 

situations provides women a way to circumvent the institution that could otherwise stifle 

their professional growth by not validating their experiences. Through the Arts and 

Sciences Mentoring Program, women are not silenced. Sandler (1983) supports this 

notion: "They [individuals, institutions, associations, and professional organizations] can 

help promote altematives to give women access to the information and assistance" (p.2). 

This access and information comes in the form of opportunities to help promote and 

advance the career of female academics seeking tenure and promotion. In offering 

proactive strategies for mentoring, Perez (1993) states, "[a] significant mentoring 

function is gathering and disseminating information on opportunities" (p. 42). 

Safety. Zey (1988) asserts that, "a mentor usually establishes a safe, secure sub-

environment in which novel ideas are developed, [and] nurtured..." (p. 50). Further, in 

discussing ten benefits of her peer mentoring group, Limbert (1995) names number seven 

as, "our meetings give us a safe place to fall flat on our faces" (p. 96). Obviously, a safe 

environment for proteges to express themselves without fear of retaliation and/or 

judgment is critical to a successful mentoring relationship. Richey et al. (1988) wrote of 
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the importance of establishing a tmsting relationship. These authors state that "tmst is 

required to expose one's vulnerabilities and deficiencies and that is necessary for the 

individual and the relationship to grow" (p. 43). When proteges feel safe, they are more 

likely to self-disclose in a way that would foster growth in their relationship with their 

mentor, which in tum allows for a place to voice their fiiistrations, disappointments, and 

successes. 

The theme of safety was supported repeatedly in data drawn from the mentor 

interviews, protege surveys, and meeting observations. Protege 3 stated that her 

relationship with a past mentor was not unhelpful because "she was not really in a 

position to hinder my research career." The converse of this protege's statement, that her 

relationship could have been unhelpfiil if her mentor were able to hinder her career, 

presents a significant issue in the dynamics of the mentoring relationship. Similarly, 

protege 12 stated in her current mentoring relationship, "I never have to be 'careful' or 

guarded about requests for help or information," Again, she feels safe enough to ask her 

mentor for help. Protege 10 reflected on a past mentoring relationship and said, "this 

relationship was cmcial because I had someone I could tmst, who was on my side, not 

jealous and seemed to do everything she could to help me achieve my goal." This 

protege expressed that her relationship was beneficial because she could tmst her mentor. 

Tmst, in an interactive sense, can only be developed after a threshold level of safety has 

been achieved. As such, tmst and safety are essential to an effective mentoring 

relationship. 
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Further, the mentors supported this notion of safety by consciously attempting to 

create an environment where proteges felt safe. Mentor 3 commented about safety on 

two separate occasions during the interview: "[I provide] the safe space for them to work 

it out, and to confirm what they are thinking," and, "I think in some ways we're coaching 

women, letting them have some safe space so that when they enter a less safe space, 

they're able to hold their own a little bit better." On both occasions, this mentor felt it 

important enough to specifically mention having a safe space for proteges. 

During the third observation, as I was leaving, the protege stopped me and said 

she wanted me to know that in her opinion the most important thing in her relationship 

with her mentor was tmst. She stated that they were fiiends first and that mentoring came 

second. Her desire to share that with me reinforced the importance of a safe environment 

during the observations. During their meeting observation, this dyad shared a lot of 

opinions about the protege's department. They were able to do that because a safe place 

had been created for those opinions to be heard. 

If safety did not exist, women would not disclose their concems to their mentors 

and would not have an outlet for voicing their experiences. As such, they would continue 

to be mute. The mentoring program attempts to provide relationships where 

communication can occur in a safe environment. When such an environment is created, 

women communicate, and their experiences are legitimized. 

Non-Judgment. Non-judgment goes hand in hand with safety, although it remains 

a mutually exclusive theme. While a safe environment must exist for a mentoring 
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relationship to be successful, a non-judgmental mentoring program or, more specifically, 

a non-judgmental mentor must exist as well. In other words, a safe environment is 

usually also a judgment-free environment; however, non-judgment will be explored as an 

independent theme in this analysis. Non-judgment in a mentoring relationship is an 

important factor, especially in academia. The reason for this is that so much of academia 

revolves around formal evaluation, and having a resource to tum to for non-judgmental 

advice is critical for the mentoring relationship to flourish through open communication. 

Parker and Kram (1993) discuss the difficulty women have in sharing their concems to 

others (i.e., in a mentoring relationship). On that subject they state, "in large part because 

of the fears and projections about judgments the other may be making" (p. 44). Being 

judged by others, according to Parker and Kram, is a concem for many women, which 

would make it difficult for such women to form effective mentoring relationships. 

Richey et al. (1988) support this claim: "Worries about being inferior and receiving 

social disapproval or criticism can get in the way of developing and maintaining mentor 

relationships" (p. 43). 

This coincides with the administrators' emphasis on keeping the mentoring 

program less visible. Their argument is that the less visible it is, the less chance a 

participant has to be judged. One administrator stated, "this instinct that I have about 

protecting people from other people who would think badly of them for being mentored 

was very strong." In designing the program, her idea paralleled the research in that she 

felt it important that the proteges not feel judged in their relationships. One way the Arts 
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and Sciences Mentoring Program attempts to lessen the likelihood of judging 

relationships from being formed is assigning mentors to proteges from outside of their 

own departments. For example, Sands et al. (1991) stated that "those who are mentored 

by [departmental] colleagues put themselves in an unequal and vulnerable position in 

relationship to persons, who, some time in the future, may be making decisions about 

their tenure and promotion" (p. 174). Wunsch (1994) stated, "outside women are often 

able to be objective advocates for new women with senior colleagues or department 

chairs in ways that might not be possible for women inside a department" (p, 3), In other 

words, when women seek supportive relationships from mentors whom they can ask for 

advice, vent fiiistrations, and express concems, often someone within their department 

would be biased as they would almost instinctively wonder how the issues raised in the 

mentoring relationship would affect them as a tenured faculty member of their 

department. Therefore, "same department" mentors may tend to be judgmental and 

biased, whereas mentors drawn from the broader pool of the Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program are far less likely to have these negative predispositions. 

This theme was mentioned repeatedly in the results of the mentor interviews and 

protege surveys. Mentor 1 stated, "it's a really nice feeling that you can go talk to 

somebody that's not going to be voting on you for tenure, it's going to have no influence 

on whether you get tenure or not." Mentor 6 described a previous mentoring relationship 

she had where the advice she received "was absolutely without a hint of malice or 

criticism." In other words, the advice she received was constmctive without being 
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judgmental. Mentor 7 discussed the importance of her current mentor's interest in her 

well-being and welfare. In this instance, being non-judgmental is congment with concem 

for one's protege. 

As presented in the findings section, proteges also expressed that non-judgment 

was an important aspect in their mentoring relationships. An additional example is 

provided by protege 8, who discussed a past mentoring relationship where her 

dissertation chair "provided encouragement when I chose to pursue a research topic that 

was quite distant from his own work." This support is an example of non-judgment. 

Additionally, the importance of non-judgment was supported through the 

observations. There were no cases in the observations where the mentor was in a position 

to formally evaluate her protege. Further, when proteges discussed their situations, no 

mentor appeared to judge the protege. Instead, the mentors provided validation, support 

and encouragement. This occurred through verbal confirmation and providing examples 

of similar situations and possible solutions. In addition, nonverbal actions such as head 

nodding in agreement with the protege, smiling at the protege's accomplishments, and 

displaying an obvious look of disappointment when the protege was discussing 

fiiistrations also provided validation, support, and encouragement. 

Limbert (1995) describes a program in which "[the participants] can tryout things 

and fail and it is absolutely okay" (p. 92). This is an ideal mentoring experience. The 

Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program, from its origin, has tried to minimize the impact 

of judgment and bias in the relationship fostered by the program. In academia, where 
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faculty is formally judged for tenure and promotion, especially where women have a 

more difficult time in the evaluation phase of tenure and promotion, it is important that 

they have a person to whom they can tum for non-judgmental advice. Further, this 

judgment-free relationship allows female faculty at this campus to voice their experiences 

which are often silenced. 

Minimized Power Dynamics. Power dynamics exist in a mentoring relationship 

where a junior faculty person and a senior faculty person are paired. Since the junior 

faculty person is not tenured, she has less power than the tenured senior faculty person. 

As such, the power disparity that exists in the relationship can be a hindrance, or even 

destmctive, when not properly monitored in a mentoring relationship. 

There is a caveat within this theme that must be mentioned. Fagenson (1988) 

argues that proteges should seek a mentor in a position of power with the possibility to 

advance their career. This should not to be confused with the present theme of minimized 

power dynamics. While I agree it is important for proteges to have a mentor in a position 

of power within the institution and outside the mentoring relationship, I argue that power 

and perceived power should be minimized within a mentoring relationship in an effort to 

promote effective communication. The data set from the Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program presented two ways in which power dynamics are minimized. First, through the 

matching of the mentors and proteges, and second, the location where the majority of the 

meetings take place. 
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The first way in which power dynamics are minimized is through matching the 

mentor to the protege. Scandura (1998) argues that, "the power dynamics within a 

supervisory mentoring relationship may give rise to different types of dysfunction within 

the relationship" (p. 452). Understanding this concem, the Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program matches proteges to mentors outside their own department. Accordingly, power 

dynamics are minimized in the interaction between the mentor and protege. If this policy 

were not followed, a mentoring relationship between a junior faculty person and a 

department chair in the same department would exacerbate power dynamics where the 

department chair would have varying degrees of power over the protege, 

Kram and Isabella (1985) summarize the importance of minimized power 

dynamics: "The lack of the hierarchical dimension in a peer relationship might make it 

easier to achieve communication, mutual support, and collaboration than it would be in a 

[traditional] mentoring relationship" (p. 112), Kram and Isabella seem to support a peer 

relationship where the mentor and protege are peers rather than a senior mentor paired 

with a junior protege as exists in a traditional mentoring relationship. Despite the fact 

that a traditional mentoring relationship exists in the Arts and Sciences program, the 

administrators of the program have lessened the power dynamics by having relationships 

where the participants are from separate departments. In this sense, any hierarchy is 

lessened because the mentor is not evaluating the protege. Subsequently, more effective 

communication occurs. 
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The second way in which power dynamics were minimized was not directly 

voiced by the participants, but was clearly demonstrated in the data set. The locations 

where the mentors and proteges typically chose to meet minimized power dynamics. The 

topic of power dynamics was specifically mentioned by one administrator who responded 

that the meeting location needs to be "very cleariy a matter of individual consent and that 

there be no power relationship at all," In nearly all instances, the meetings take place at a 

neutral location where the mentor and protege can communicate on a more equal level, 

without the implication of authority that might inject itself into the power dynamics if the 

meeting took place in a senior faculty person's office. 

Zey (1985) would disagree with the concept that a neutral location does more to 

foster the mentoring relationship. In suggesting how to implement a mentoring program, 

he states, "the program should indicate the preferred location of this contact. The senior 

manager's office is an optimum location since it affords the protege the opportunity to 

watch the mentor work, meet his colleagues, and get a feel for the worklife of the upper 

manager" (p. 55). While his suggestion is specifically addressing a mentoring 

relationship the organizational context, I would still contend that in all contexts, a tme 

mentoring relationship should occur at a neutral location to minimize power dynamics. 

When a mentor and protege are specifically meeting to discuss personal or professional 

issues important to the protege, the protege does not need to watch the mentor work. The 

attention should be focused on addressing the protege's specific concems. While Zey's 

approach may assist a protege in certain aspects of a mentoring relationship, meeting in 
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the mentor's environment should only occur in limited circumstances such as when the 

protege asks to observe the mentor work, or when the mentor suggests the protege meet 

the mentor's colleagues. 

The theme of minimized power dynamics is often an unmentioned component of 

the mentoring relationship. In fact, it is not mentioned in the literature regarding 

mentoring. Power is discussed in terms of the mentor having power within the 

institution, but not necessarily in terms of how power is utilized between the mentor and 

protege in their relationship. The Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program helps minimize 

power dynamics by matching individuals from different departments. Further, a majority 

of those involved in these mentoring relationships have decided to meet at neutral 

locations. These two simple steps allow the relationship to be more of a peer relationship 

as supported by Kram and Isabella (1985) rather than a hierarchical relationship. With 

power dynamics minimized, communication can occur more freely and openly, allowing 

the relationship to flourish. When the mentoring relationship functions in such a positive 

way, women are allowed to voice their concems without fear of power being an issue. In 

this way, women's voices are heard and legitimized. 

Openness. Openness refers to the nature of the mentoring relationship being 

open to the protege's needs expressed through an open line of communication between 

the mentor and protege, Zey (1988) states that "an open line of communication between 

mentor and protege . . . can reduce the sense of uncertainty, and make the protege less 

prone to quit" (p. 48). 
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The administrators recognized openness as a key component to a successful 

mentoring relationship. One administrator commented about how advice should be 

given, "advice has always been given as an . . . invitation rather than an admonishment or 

a should. It should be invitational so that the mentee can be—feel not coerced." It is 

clear the administrator recognized the importance of openness in communication by 

acknowledging that advice can be as stifling as it can be constmctive. Another 

administrator addressed the issue of openness more directly when she said, "I think that 

what makes it [communication] most helpful is for the person who is the mentor to be 

open to the place in the spectrum the person being mentored is." For example, if a 

protege is concemed about her publication status, the mentor needs to be open to 

discussing that issue rather than trying to force a different issue. These examples from 

the administrators demonstrate the importance openness plays in their opinion of how 

mentoring should function. 

Mentors and proteges alike echoed the importance of openness in their mentoring 

relationships. Mentor 1 stated that despite the fact she and her current protege are not 

that close, their relationship is still functional and effective. She stated, "my relationship 

with her probably isn't as close as other relationships I've had, but the thing I've realized 

is it didn't need to be. You know, it just - whatever is created is based on our needs, you 

know, whatever our needs are." In this instance, the mentor is clearly stating that her 

relationship with her protege revolves around flexibility and openness. This is also an 

illustration of the informality of the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program. Since the 
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program does not mandate requirements to which the mentor and protege must adhere, 

mentors are able to create an open environment for communication. It is quite possible, 

and was likely the thought of the creators of the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program, 

that requirements may stifle a person's ability to be open, making mentoring a chore or 

something else on the "to do" list. The Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program's current 

level of involvement simply provides the means to match mentors to proteges. This 

allows mentors to establish contact with their proteges and develop a level of openness 

that is inviting for the proteges to approach the mentor on their own time table, based on 

« 

their needs. Protege 6 described how a past mentor established this open environment for 

her, "he taught me through his behavior how to guide without interfering, to be there if 

needed, but not be overbearing." This openness allowed her to "feel safer." Another 

mentor suggested that a mentoring relationship ". . . opens dialogue. That kind of 

openness so that you can, you know, sort of gain your voice and gain your confidence 

enables them [proteges] to take on a more confident role," 

When a mentor creates an open environment and allows for open communication 

with her protege, it fosters a more effective relationship. This relationship can then be a 

place for women to express themselves to other women who are open to their needs and 

feelings. When this occurs, women are no longer isolated; they find themselves in a 

relationship that supports their experiences. 

Listening. Listening emerged as a theme primarily through responses made by 

mentors and proteges, in addition to my own observations. There were no direct 
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comments made in the literature about the importance of listening in a mentoring 

relationship. This could be accounted for because listening seems like an obvious aspect 

of effective communication. However, despite the obviousness of this theme, I think it 

warrants attention because the mentors and proteges placed great emphasis on listening as 

an important aspect of mentoring. 

An administrator commented on the importance of listening, "advice is best given 

. . . after a lot of careful Hstening." Mentor 2 suggested two different times during the 

interview that not only was she a good listener, but her previous mentor had always 

listened to her. Mentor 1 stated, "I don't really give advice, I listen." Mentor 5 echoed 

this notion, "a lot of times I just let people talk, because most of the time they can talk it 

through." By simply listening, this mentor creates the opportunity for proteges to talk to 

someone which eventually enables them, in her opinion, to solve any problems 

themselves. However, it is through the mentor's willingness to listen to a protege that the 

protege is able to accomplish this. Mentor 6 said that listening was important. Finally, 

mentor 7 reflected on a past mentoring relationship and said what she valued most, "It 

helped me to become more of a listener. I think back on that and why would such a 

person take his time - and he took all the time I wanted to talk with him. Why would he 

take his time to do this? I think he realized people needed listening to or students needed 

listening to." 

Listening is an important variable in a mentoring relationship. It deserves 

attention because of the emphasis the mentors and proteges alike placed on it. Without a 
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person who is willing to listen, a mentoring relationship would be much less effective. 

As such, the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program creates the opportunity for an 

individual (a protege) to meet someone who will listen to her concems. In that instance, 

women are once again allowed to express themselves and have their experiences 

legitimized. 

Advice Giving. Similar to the theme of listening, advice giving may appear too 

obvious to have as an independent theme; however, it is an important aspect of the 

mentoring relationship. Advice transfers experience and knowledge, which are 

invaluable tools in the search for tenure and promotion. Without advice, opportunities 

may be mishandled or missed entirely. Accordingly, advice giving constitutes an 

important part of the mentoring relationship. 

The responses provided in the interviews and surveys simply stated that the 

mentor or protege gave or received advice without further explanation (proteges 8, 10, 

and 12; mentors 3, 7, and 8). The observations solidified the importance that advice 

giving serves. For example, in two of the three observations, mentors advised their 

proteges of the importance of receiving awards. Further they provided advice on how to 

pursue such awards. In another example, the mentor advised her protege on the best way 

to conduct herself at faculty meetings. As a senior faculty person, she advised her junior 

protege on meeting etiquette in a very "political" department where such an issue is 

important. The protege listened intently because the advice she was receiving was 

important to her acceptance within the department which is closely tied with career 
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opportunities and advancement. In a different observation, one protege was discussing 

fhistrations regarding how her department was going about hiring a new faculty person. 

The mentor provided sound advice on options she had in addressing this issue with senior 

faculty in her department. 

As discussed in the literature review, Kram and Isabella (1985) assigned terms to 

different functions mentors perform. They identified career-enhancing functions and 

psychosocial functions. The first refers to fimctions that assist the protege with task-

oriented issues for her career, while the second refers to functions that facilitate personal 

development. As such, mentors should give advice that encompasses both functions. 

The examples provided above demonstrate the more career-oriented fimction of how 

mentors can give advice. An example of how a mentor demonstrated a psychosocial 

function was observed with one of the mentoring dyads. The protege was having 

difficulty with her health and the mentor gave her the name of a doctor. The protege was 

extremely grateful and wrote dovm the name of the physician provided by her mentor. In 

this example, the mentor advised her on topics not directly related to her career, but of a 

personal issue. Further, mentors can also provide advice that satisfies both aspects of 

their function, as professional advice is not always directly related to work topics. When 

one mentor was a department chair, a junior faculty woman came to her with a problem 

conceming managing a family and a career. As a new mother she was having trouble 

finding daycare for her child. The department chair suggested that she bring the child to 

class with her. 
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Advice giving is a critical component in a mentoring relationship. It is important 

from a communicative aspect in that mentors should provide advice to their proteges for 

topics that apply not only to their careers, but their personal development as well. This 

gives women the opportunity to communicate their experiences and adapt to professional 

problems unique to women. 

Mutual Sharing of Experiences. Roche (1979) conducted one of the first 

organizational studies conceming mentoring. His results concluded that "in ranking 

characteristics most important for a mentor to have, respondents gave the highest value 

by far to a mentor's willingness to share knowledge and understanding" (p. 24). The 

importance of this concept continues today. While this idea does not directly state a 

mutual sharing of experiences, the notion of sharing knowledge correlates to sharing of 

experiences. Bartunek et al. (1997) conducted a study that explored a mentoring group of 

new department chairs. They discovered "through hearing others' experiences, we 

became aware of ways we had taken our own departmental experiences as normative" (p. 

278). This experience served as a leaming tool for the different participants in the 

mentoring group to explore altemative solutions to common problems across 

departments. Similarly, mentors and proteges in the Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program leam altemative solutions, as well as realize they are not isolated in their 

experiences by sharing common experiences. As male dominated academic institutions 

are currently the mle rather than the exception, mentoring programs provide a way for 
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women to share experiences, which not only legitimize their own experience, but develop 

a further understanding of how to negotiate professional hurdles in the fijture. 

The benefit to sharing experiences was pointed out by mentors and proteges alike. 

For example, protege 7 commented that her mentor gave advice in that "she would speak 

from her own experience." In response to a similar question to one of the administrators, 

she answered, "by example: This worked for me; you might think about it." This 

administrator goes deeper into the issue by saying that she hopes a goal for the mentor 

should be "to feel that their [the mentors'] experience is valuable and is of value to 

someone else." This administrator is stressing that the mentor should value her own 

experience and see it as her goal to share her experiences. 

The mentors expressed similar sentiments. Mentor 1 discussed her current 

mentoring relationship and said, "she [the mentor's protege] was really concemed about a 

lot of issues professionally, and I just told her my experiences and how I've handled those 

things." In this situation, through the mentor sharing her experiences, she is providing 

support to the protege by saying to her protege that she is not alone in those experiences, 

dispelling any sense of isolation that can arise when problems are confronted without 

adequate support. A shared understanding and expression of experiences provides a 

sense of legitimization to both the mentor and protege. Similarly, mentor 2 said that her 

past mentor assisted with a particular situation by saying "don't think that you are the 

first to have experienced this. It happens to many women." Mentor 3 participated in a 

group situation and said, "you can hear the questions and the issues raised by other 
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colleagues in other departments. It does a wonderful job of helping you realize that 

you're not so isolated or that what you're experiencing is not unusual," 

Another aspect of the mutual sharing of experiences theme is the nature of the 

mentoring relationship, Richey et al. (1988) state, "mentor relationships may be viewed 

as reciprocal - as a process in which benefits, costs, and influence are exchanged," These 

authors argue that mentoring is not one-dimensional with mentors always giving. That is 

why this theme is considered a "mutual" sharing of experiences. Mentor 8 explained, "I 

don't want to say that mentoring is a one-way street in any case, because it's not, but this 

really was more of an equal exchange." The observations of mentoring relationships 

provided specific examples of such reciprocity. For example, during one of the 

observations, the protege began explaining one of her classroom activities, and the 

mentor immediately grabbed a notebook and took notes about the activity. The protege 

described the activity in detail, while the mentor probed for information so that she could 

effectively include the activity in her own classroom. Another example was provided by 

a mentor who told me that she thoroughly enjoyed the company of her protege. She said 

that she tmly felt that she gained a fiiend. In the second example, the reciprocity may not 

have been wholly career related, but it did provide the mentor with a fiiend that is a type 

of mutual exchange. 

The theme of mutual sharing of experiences is one of the most significant factors 

involved in a mentoring relationship, especially for women whose experiences are so 

often isolating. When a mentoring relationship is formed, women have the opportunity to 
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voice their experiences. When these experiences are shared, the feeling of isolation is 

minimized. The mentoring program at this institution gives women this opportunity to 

share their experiences with other women, which provides an outlet for their voices to be 

heard. 

Summary 

As the data analysis in this chapter suggest, eight themes emerged regarding 

communication in mentoring relationships. Each of these themes provides insight as to 

how effective communication can occur in a mentoring relationship. Further, these 

themes identify one way in which communication functions in a mentoring relationship. 

Based on this study, it is my conclusion that communication functions for women in this 

university's mentoring program as a way to circumvent the institution that silences their 

experiences. Utilizing muted group theory, we leam that women's experiences in 

academia are not understood and confirmed. Through mentoring programs, women are 

allowed to voice concems in an environment that supports their experiences. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

For years women who are underrepresented in the upper echelons of academia 

have formally and informally pursued mentoring as a viable option for assisting in their 

pursuit of tenure and promotion. Although a number of sttidies have explored women 

and mentoring in an academic context, no qualitative study using a triangulation of 

methods has attempted to examine the function of communication in a mentoring 

relationship. The only research directly related to the aspect of communication in a 

mentoring relationship dealt with dysfunctional communication (e.g., Blackbum et al., 

1981; Ray, 1993; Scandura, 1998). While it is important to research possible downsides 

to mentoring, it is equally important to look at how communication functions in a 

mentoring relationship. 

Mentoring involves either a dyad or group of people communicating about issues 

that affect one another's lives. In this study, the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program is 

designed to positively impact an individual's professional life. As such, communication 

is an important component of the mentoring relationship. The purpose of this study was 

to discover potential functions communication serves in the mentoring relationship so 

women in academia can gain the most from mentoring relationships. 
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How Does Communication Function in a Mentoring Relationship? 

The original research question asked "how does communication function in a 

mentoring relationship?" The themes that emerged from the data suggest several ways in 

which communication in a mentoring relationship allows women to reach out, express 

their experiences, and feel justified and validated; this opportunity would likely be 

otherwise unavailable in a male-dominated institution. In that sense, the themes 

discussed in chapter four (e.g. opportunity, safety, non-judgment, minimized power 

dynamics, opermess, listening, advice-giving, and mutual sharing of experiences) provide 

focal points for communication in mentoring relationships so they can function at an 

optimum level and be of the greatest benefit to women. 

Implications for Practice 

Most research conceming mentoring for women focuses on which type of 

mentoring program is best for women. Additionally, much of research is concemed with 

developing a typology for the roles, functions, cycles, phases, and benefits of mentoring. 

While these aspects of a mentoring relationship are important to identify, it is sometimes 

forgotten that mentoring represents different things to different people. Although 

typologies allow an individual to simply identify the role, fimction, cycle or phase of their 

relationship, they may have little impact on growth for the individual involved in the 

mentoring relationship. By linking mentoring to muted group theory, this study allows 

women to understand the importance of mentoring in a more global capacity. This study 
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seeks to provide women with an understanding of how to utilize a mentoring relationship 

to their benefit in a male-dominated institution. Mentoring relationships benefit women 

by providing an opportunity to have their experiences legitimized. Women can capitalize 

on these benefits by estabhshing more mentoring relationships as both a mentor and 

protege. Ideally, by establishing more relationships with other women, a network will be 

created and thereby promote the interest of women in academia. 

The method by which this study was conducted further enhances its practical 

implications. The qualitative nature of interviewing mentors and sending surveys to 

proteges provided an excellent opportunity for the institution to more thoroughly 

understand the effectiveness of their program. While the Arts and Science's Mentoring 

Program did not benefit all of its participants, the vast majority were pleased with the 

program. Based on responses provided by the participants in relation to the literature 

researched for this study, it is my belief that the design of the program provides the best 

of all worlds. A portion of the research argues about whether formal or informal 

mentoring is best, whether group or dyadic mentoring is best, and whether mentoring 

within a department or outside a department is best. The Arts and Sciences Mentoring 

Program is formal, in that it provides the stmcture for relationships to form, yet it is 

informal in that each individual relationship determines the guidelines rather than them 

being imposed from above. Further, the program asks individuals whether or not they 

want a dyadic or group relationship, and matches those requests with the appropriate type 

of relationship. Finally, the Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program fimctions across 
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disciplines, which lends itself to a more consequence-free environment in which the 

relationship can develop. 

Based on interviews, surveys, and observations, there are a few potential 

improvements that could be made to The Arts and Sciences Mentoring Program at this 

institution. The first is the creation of a one day or half day workshop for mentors and 

proteges that would present the current mentoring literature. This workshop would not 

set forth any mandates, but would only present research on mentoring. Additionally the 

workshop format would provide an interactive climate where women could ask questions 

and mutually benefit from the discussions that might ensue. This would allow mentors 

and proteges the opportunity to constmct their relationships in the manner they deem 

most effective based on the research and information gained from the workshop. 

However, time constraints were a concem expressed by both the administrators and the 

mentors. In order to disseminate this information in a manner that does not add another 

item to the academic "to do" list, an altemative might be to distribute a packet of 

information regarding mentoring. The packet would serve the same function as the 

workshop, in that it would simply present the research on mentoring; however, it would 

be distributed to the participants so they could examine it on their own time. This packet 

could be attached to the annual survey sent out to faculty for participation in the Arts and 

Sciences Mentoring Program. In addition to the information regarding mentoring 

research, a handout outlining the beneficial communication strategies as presented in this 
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thesis, could help the mentoring relationships function more effectively (see Appendix 

H). 

Another improvement the mentoring program could make is in response to the 

few individuals that were not benefiting from the mentoring relationship. Instead of the 

survey being sent out once a year by the College of Arts and Sciences, perhaps the survey 

could be sent out every six months. The survey should remain the same in the sense that 

it favors shuffling of mentors and proteges each time the survey is distributed (see 

Appendix G). This protects the individuals from awkwardness that could occur from 

knowing one or both of the parties were displeased with the relationship. If the 

participants are not receiving the full benefit of the mentoring relationship, the program 

would provide the opportunity to switch to another mentor or mentoring group, rather 

than squander time in a relationship without benefit. 

In addition, there is one other minor change that could be made regarding the 

survey. While it is my opinion that mentoring relationships across disciplines is most 

beneficial, there were some concems expressed by the participants in this study regarding 

relationships formed across disciplines. These concems included the location of the 

mentor or protege not being convenient and the lack of knowledge to discipline-specific 

issues. Further one mentor suggested that she participates more in inter-departmental 

mentoring relationships because they form more nattirally. With this in mind, the survey 

distributed by the College of Arts and Sciences used for matching mentors and proteges. 
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could simply include language that states there are exceptions that can include inter

departmental mentoring relationships. 

A final improvement the mentoring program could make concems giying 

participants a voice that would affect policy and institutional changes. A questionnaire or 

forum should be set up at the end of each year by the administrators of the program for 

the mentor participants. This questionnaire or fomm would ask the mentors if there were 

any recurring problems the proteges faced that could be corrected by changes in 

institutional policies and procedures. This questionnaire or fomm would be strictly 

confidential protecting all participants' names and specific situations or issues. For 

example, a mentor might have a protege that is having difficulty within her department 

conceming university poHcies on maternity leave. After discussing this with her mentor, 

the mentor could bring it up at the end of the year to the administrators. The 

administrators could then simply present a solution that involves distributing university 

policies conceming matemity leave to all department chairs. Having this questionnaire or 

forum in existence would give women a voice in the larger context of the institution, 

rather than just within a safe dyad or group. 

Implications for Theory 

As presented in chapter four, mentoring provides a way for women's voices to be 

heard in an environment that traditionally has been deaf to their concems. While several 

articles discussed the importance of mentoring for women in academia, even specifically 
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discussing their experiences being different from a man's, no other study links mentoring 

to a critical theory. This opens a door for other scholars to explore other critical theories 

and their relationship to mentoring in an attempt to level the playing field of tenure and 

promotion and ultimately equalize the existing disparity between men and women in 

academia. 

Limitations of Study 

There are three main limitations to this study. First, I collected research using 

triangulation so I would be privy to a wide array of data in order to paint a more complete 

picture of commimication in mentoring. Additionally, the administrators of the program 

gave me permission to interview the mentors, but asked that I not interview the proteges. 

The hmitation of using surveys is that the open-ended survey questions restricted the 

amount and specificity of information I could collect from the proteges. I chose to 

sacrifice a degree of particularity so the surveys would mirror the interviews for a more 

objective analysis. However, I beheve it might have been too burdensome for the 

participants to write detailed information because of the length of the survey. Secondly, 

the nature of the survey did not allow for a redirection of questioning. For example, in 

the interviews, on occasion the mentor misunderstood the question. During the interview, 

I was able to redirect the question to gain an appropriate response. This could have been 

corrected through conducting a pilot test of the open-ended survey. The pilot test would 

have brought attention to the survey questions that were not understood in the way they 
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were designed. Despite these limitations, utilizing surveys was unavoidable due to the 

administrators' request that I not interview the proteges. Thus surveys provided the best 

means of data collection with the given constraints. Further, surveys proved sufficient in 

gathering adequate information to appropriately analyze communication functions. 

While the purpose of this study was to examine one institution's mentoring 

program, this narrow focus can also be considered a limitation. Compared to national 

averages, this particular institution has a disproportionately small number of women in 

tenured positions. As such, the women who participate in the mentoring program likely 

feel more of the pressures of a male-dominated institution. In contrast, a different 

institution where the ratio of women to men in the higher echelons is more equal might 

produce a completely different account of mentoring. Hopefully this study will inspire 

other institutions to evaluate mentoring programs that currently exist or to consider 

current conditions within institutions to determine if a mentoring program is needed. 

The final limitation is in the amount of data collected for this study. While the 

number of mentors interviewed were enough to provide rich data, the number of proteges 

who responded to the survey and the number of mentoring relationships who agreed to be 

observed could have been larger, I am unable to speculate as to why there were not more 

proteges participating in the surveys. However, as observations required consent of both 

the protege and mentor, it is likely that some dyads or group were simply unable to agree 

to participate. Further, the observations were conducted during the course of a one week 

window, which probably was inconvenient for some of the dyads or groups resulting in 
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their inability to participate, especially given the infrequency of encounters discussed by 

the mentors and proteges. 

Directions for Future Research 

While a number of studies have been conducted on mentoring, there is still a wide 

gap to be filled, especially in relation to academia. From this study, there are several 

directions future research could go. Due to the scope of this study, I was unable to 

evaluate the ratio of women who participate in this program to the number of women who 

end up receiving tenure and promotion or any correlation between these factors. 

Therefore, it would be interesting to conduct a quantitative study to evaluate if, and to 

what degree, a relationship exists. 

Another direction for future research could derive from this study's theme of 

"mutual sharing of experiences." Self-disclosure and reciprocity could be explored in 

mentoring relationships to determine to what degree this aspect of communication 

functions in the mentoring relationship. 

I think a comparative study examining communication differences between men 

and women in mentoring relationships would also be insightful. For example, how do 

men give and receive advice compared to women? I suspect communication is vastly 

different in these relationships. Such research would add to information already in 

existence about cross-sex and same-sex mentoring relationships, yet it would specifically 

focus on nuances of communication. 
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By analyzing how communication functions in mentoring relationships, we can 

better understand such relationships. This understanding can lead to practical 

enhancements of mentoring relationships to allow them to function at their peak. As 

such, women who benefit from such relationships can progress in the academic pursuits 

of tenure and promotion, making academia more egalitarian. One of the administrators 

said this: "I think to the extent that senior faculty mentor junior faculty who mentor 

students, maybe graduate students who mentor undergraduate students, . , It's like 

grandmothers and mothers, you know. It's that community among women that goes 

down to all the generations. So it's not a small thing. It has spills," These "spills" hold 

many keys for women to continue in their pursuit of equal opportunity in an area where 

they are sorely underrepresented. 
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Thank you very much for agreeing to be interviewed. This interview will consist 

of questions pertaining to the mentoring program for female faculty in the College of Arts 

and Science at [the university]. The overall purpose of this study is to identify the 

fimction mentoring provides to female faculty. This information is important to further 

benefit the advancement of women in academia. 

I am gathering data in order to complete my Master's Thesis in Communication 

Studies here at [the university]. When data collection is completed, I will transcribe the 

interviews in order to analyze and interpret the data. I would like to ask your permission 

to tape the following interview, however your identity will be strictly confidential. If I 

choose to use all of, or particular portions of your interview, I will use an alias and not 

disclose demographic information that would reveal your identity. Do you have any 

questions before we begin? 
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1), First, I am interested in knowing how the mentoring program originated, 

a. When was it decided that a mentoring program was needed? 
b. How was it decided that a mentoring program was needed? 
c. What aspects of a mentoring program appealed to you? 
d. What, if any, previous experiences have you had with mentoring programs? 
e. What, if any, advice did you receive about implementing a mentoring 

program? 

2), To be more specific, the main issue I am interested in understanding better as a 
result of mentoring programs is how communication works in mentoring 
relationships, 

a. What do find most helpful in mentoring relationships? 
b. Is there anything in these relationships that is a hindrance? (What?) 
c. How is advice best given in a mentoring relationship? 
d. What topics do you think should be covered in a mentoring relationship? 
e. How often do you think mentors and proteges should communicate? 
f Where do you think this communication should occur? 
g. How long should those visits be? 

3). I have read in the literature that some faculty not involved in a mentoring program 
call it a "tea party" (Limbert, 1995, p, 92), insinuating that mentoring programs 
are less valuable than actually beheved. 

a. What kind of decision process did you go through in terms of whether or not 
to implement this type of program? 

b. What kinds of adversity did you face in organizing the mentoring program? 
c. What did you perceive as potential benefits for the institution by 

implementing a mentoring program? 
d. What did you perceive as potential benefits for the participants by 

implementing a mentoring program? 

4). There has been contradictory research on the best type of mentoring program. For 
example, one study concludes that a formal mentoring program sponsored by the 
university is most beneficial, while other studies conclude that an informal 
naturally occurring relationship is most beneficial, 

a. What is the design of the mentoring program? 
b. How did you decide this type of mentoring program would be most 

beneficial? 
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c. How are mentors and proteges grouped? 
d. What are the goals ofthe mentoring program for the mentor? 
e. What are the goals ofthe mentoring program for the protege? 
f What are the goals ofthe mentoring program for the university? 

5), What is your age? 
6). What degrees have you eamed? 
7). What faculty and/or administrative position do you currently hold? 
8). Including the current year, how long have you held these positions? 
9). What is your marital status? (How long have you been married?) 
10). Do you have any children? (How many? How old are they?) 
11). Thank you very much. You have been very helpful Are there other thoughts or 

feelings you'd like to share with me to help me understand the mentoring 
program. Anything at all you'd like to add? 
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1. Please describe the first time in your life that your felt like you experienced a 
mentoring relationship. When possible, please use specific examples or situation in 
your description. 

a. What led you to believe that this was a mentoring relationship? 
b. Did you find this relationship helpful? How? 
c. Was anything in this relationship unhelpful? What was it? 
d. How did this relationship affect your life (i,e. your behaviors, actions, 

thoughts)? 
e. Did this relationship influence your desire to participate in the [university's] 

mentoring program? (if not, how did you decide to participate in the 
mentoring program offered by the College of Arts and Sciences at [the 
university)? 

2. Please describe your current mentoring relationship. When possible, please use 
specific examples or situation in your description, 

a. Do you find this current relationship beneficial? How? 
b. Is there anything in this current relationship that has hindered you in any way? 

What is it? 
c. How does this relationship affect your life (i.e. your behaviors, actions, 

tionship affects your protege's life? 
e. How is advice given in this relationship? 
f How often do you communicate with your protege? 
g. How long are your visits with your protege? 
i. What topics do you cover with your protege? 

3. Please describe a time when you feel like you most helped a protege. 

a. How was this help given? 
b. How did your protege respond? 
c. How did you know you were helpful? 

5. What is your age? 
6. What is the highest degree you have eamed? 
7. What type of faculty position do you currently hold? 
8. Including the 1999-2000 academic year, how long have you held your current 

position? 
9. Is your current job your first full-time teaching position at the college level? 
10. What is the highest degree awarded in your department? 
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11. How many full-time faculty members are employed in your department/program? 
12. What is your marital status? (How long have you been married?) 
13. Do you have any children? (How many? How old are they?) 
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Dear 

KRYSTIN T. JOHNSON 
[street address] 

[city, state, zip code] 
[phone number] 

I understand this is the busiest time ofthe semester, however, everyone needs to 
take a break occasionally. Grab yourself a cup of coffee and use this moment as an 
opportunity to reflect upon your experience as a woman in academia. Specifically, I hope 
you would take time to understand, appreciate and articulate your experiences as a 
protege in a mentoring program on the attached survey. 

I am a graduate student at [the university] in the Department of Communication 
Studies. Currently, I am working on my master's thesis and would greatly appreciate 
your participation in my study. The purpose of my study is to identify how 
communication functions in mentoring relationships. This study is extt-emely important 
to women in academia; as it's women who benefit most from mentoring relationships. 
Your thoughts will provide valuable insight into an established mentoring program. In 
order to conduct this study, I have chosen the College of Arts and Science's female 
faculty mentoring program at [the university] as the focus. The information gathered will 
be important to further understand the mentoring program at [the university] and can be 
applied universally to assist the advancement of women in academia. 

Your name was provided to me by [an administrator]. As a protege involved in 
the mentoring program, you were chosen as an individual who meets the criteria for 
inclusion in this study. The enclosed survey consists of a series of questions pertaining to 
the mentoring program in which you participate. Your participation is strictly voluntary 
and all answers provided on the survey will remain anonymous and confidential. 

A self-addressed and stamped, retum envelope is provided for your convenience, 
I would like to have the surveys retumed no later than Wednesday, December 8'*', If you 
have any questions or concems, please feel free to contact me at the above address or 
phone number, or you may contact my thesis chairperson. Dr. Karla Jensen, in the 
Department of Communication Studies, [phone number]. Thank you for your 
participation. 

Sincerely, 

Krystin T. Johnson 
[e-mail address] 
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Instructions: Please complete the following questionnaire. Answer each question by 
filling in the appropriate blank or by providing the appropriate information. When 
possible, please use specific examples or sittiations in your description. If there is not 
enough space provided, please feel free to write on the back, attach additional sheets of 
paper, or if it is more convenient, use a word processor. 

1 Please describe the first time in your life that your felt like you experienced a 
mentoring relationship. 

a. What led you to believe that this was a mentoring relationship? 

b. Did you find this relationship helpful? How? 

c. Was an3^hing in this relationship unhelpful? What was it? 

d. How did this relationship affect your life (i,e, your behaviors, actions, 
thoughts)? 

e. Did this relationship influence your desire to participate in the [university's] 
mentoring program? (if not, how did you decide to participate in the 
mentoring program offered by the College of Arts and Sciences at [the 
university)? 
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2. Please describe your current mentoring relationship. 

a. Do you find this current relationship beneficial? How? 

b. Is there anything in this current relationship that has hindered you in any way? 
What is it? 

c. How does this relationship affect your hfe (i.e. your behaviors, actions, 
thoughts)? 

d. How do you think this relationship affects your mentor's life? 

e. How do you ask for advice in this relationship? 

f How does your mentor give advice in this relationship? 
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g. How often do you communicate with your mentor? 

h. How long are your visits with your mentor? 

i. Where do you communicate with your mentor? 

j . What topics do you cover with your mentor? 

3. Please describe a time when a mentor helped you most. 

a. How did you seek this help? 

b. How was this help given? 

c. How did you respond to this help? 

4. If your mentoring relationship were to be expanded, what types of support 
would you request from your mentor? 
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What is your age? 

What is the highest degree you have eamed? 
_ Master's (M.A., M.S., or M.F.A.) 
_Doctorate (Ph.D., Ed.D, or J.D.) 
Other (please specify) 

7. What type of faculty position do you currently hold? (check all descriptors that 
apply) 

Full-time Part-time 
Tenure Track Nontenure Track Tenured 
Lecturer Instmctor 
Ass't. Professor Assoc. Professor Full Professor 
Other (please specify) 

8. Including the 1999-2000 academic year, how long have you held your current 
position? 

yrs. 

9. Is your current job your first full-time teaching position at the college level? 

10. What is the highest degree awarded in your department? 

11. How many full-time faculty members are employed in your department/program? 

12. What is your marital status? 

13. If married, how long have you been married? 

14. Do you have any children? 

15. If yes, how many and how old? 

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. I know 
how incredibly valuable your time is and I greatly appreciate your participation. 
This information will be very helpful to my study. If there are any other thoughts 
you'd like to share to help me understand the mentoring program, please add them 
below. 
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Dear 

KRYSTIN T. JOHNSON 
[street address] 

[city, state, zip code] 
[phone number] 

As you know, I am a graduate student in Communication Studies working on my 
thesis under the guidance of Dr. Karla Jensen. I want to thank you for taking time out of 
your busy schedule to participate in the interview phase of my study in early October. I 
leamed a great deal from your ideas of mentoring in general, and your thoughts on the 
[university's] Arts and Science's mentoring program. 

My thesis is moving along and I hope to have it completed during the Spring 
semester. I am in the process of completing two of three methods of data collection. 
Your interview participation comprised the first phase of data collection. Proteges 
completed written surveys as the second phase of data collection. The final phase is an 
observation of a mentoring dyad or group. I am writing specifically to ask your 
permission to observe such an interaction. 

In order to observe a mentoring session of you and your Arts and Science's 
protege, I would need the permission of both you and your protege. Further, since I am 
out of town, in order for me to observe, the mentoring session would have to take place 
during a time when I am in town. I am planning to come to Lubbock again on Monday, 
January 3 T' and will remain until Friday, Febmary 4*. I realize this may be an 
inconvenience, but I am very constrained in this phase of my thesis by the fact that I live 
out of state. If you could arrange for you and your protege(s) to meet during that week, 
and everyone involved agrees that I can be there, please e-mail me at [e-mail address] to 
let me know when and where you are meeting. 

I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you for your time and continued 
assistance with this project. Without your help, this thesis could not be a reality, I tmly 
believe this is an important project for women in academia and will also assist women at 
[the university] by providing insight into this mentoring program. 

If you have any questions or concems, please feel free to contact me at the above 
address or phone number, or you may contact my thesis chairperson, Dr, Karla Jensen, in 
the Department of Communication Sttidies, [phone number]. 

Sincerely, 

Krystin T. Johnson 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

WOMEN FACULTY 

If you are interested in participating in any ofthe activities sponsored by the Dean 
of Arts and Sciences office for women faculty in the college, please provide information 
as applicable and return this form. It is the goal ofthe Dean's office to encourage 
recmitment and retention of all faculty in the college, particularly underrepresented 
groups. 

Name 

Department MailStop 

Office Phone e-mail address 

Rank 

WORKSHOPS 

For the past several years, two informal workshops have been held during the 
academic year to address questions and issues conceming promotion to Associate 
Professor and tenure, and promotion to Full Professor. If you are interested in 
participating in one or more of these workshops, please note below. 

I am interested in attending a tenure and promotion workshop for assistant professors in 
the college 

Topics I would like to have covered 

I would like to help with this workshop 

I am interested in attending a promotion workshop for associate professors in the college 

Topics I would like to have covered 

I would like to help with this workshop 
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MENTORING 

For the past few years, there has been an informal mentoring program for the 
College in which a woman assistant professor who wanted a mentor was matched with a 
woman full or associate professor. The program has also been expanded to include 
mentoring of women associate professors by women fiill professors. Some mentoring has 
been done individually; some mentoring has been done in small groups. Meetings can 
occur frequently or infrequently. Please indicate your interest/experience below. We are 
interested in your ideas and feedback. Mentors are typically assigned/reassigned 
annually. If you aheady have a mentor or mentee and wish to keep that mentor or 
mentee, please so indicate. 

I would like to have (or continue to have) faculty member 

I have a preference / no preference (please circle one) for a particular mentor. If a 
preference, that person's name is: 

I prefer regular mentoring: Individual mentoring Small group 

I would like brief mentoring, just one or two meetings 

I would like to serve (or continue to serve) as a mentor 

I have a preference / no preference (please circle one) for a particular person(s) to mentor. 
If a preference, that person's name is: 

Please indicate below any additional preferences you have regarding mentoring, any 
feedback you have regarding the mentoring program, or any general thoughts you have 
about mentoring or supporting women faculty. Our objective is to meet your needs. 
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Strategy #1: OPPORTUNITY 

Verbal Cues: 

Non Verbal Cues: 

Purpose/Function: 

Notify your protege of opportunities conceming conferences, awards, 
honors, grants, funding, and publishing. 

Make yourself available to your protege by letting her know when you 
are available and how to get in touch with you. 

Opportunities provide people with experiences that help them develop 
professionally. 

Strategy #2: SAFETY 

Verbal Cues: 

Non Verbal Cues: 

Purpose/Function: 

Verbally confirm that you are a person who can be tmsted and that 
information discussed between the protege and mentor will not be 
shared with anyone else. 

Physically meet in an environment where the protege feels safe (where 
no other faculty can eavesdrop on conversations). 

If the protege does not feel safe, she will not disclose her concems to her 
mentor and thereby would not have an outlet for voicing her experiences 
which could affect career advancement. 

Strategy #3: NON-JUDGMENT 

Verbal Cues: Continually let your protege know that you are not in a position to 
evaluate her. 

Verbally reinforce that you are not judging your protege's feelings. 
("That must have been difficult;" "Your feelings are justified") 

Do not criticize your protege. 

Express concem for your protege both personally and professionally. 

Non Verbal Cues: Nod your head in agreement of things your protege discusses. 

Smile in support of your protege's accomplishments. 

Tone of voice needs to be confirming. 
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Purpose/Function: Being judged by others is a concem for most women and this concem 
makes it difficult to form effective mentoring relationships 

In academia, where faculty are formally judged for tenure and 
promotion, especially where women have a more difficult time in the 
evaluation phase of tenure and promotion, it is important that they have 
a person to whom they can tum for non-judgmental advice. 

Strategy #4: MINIMIZED POWER DYNAMICS 

Verbal Cues: 

Non Verbal Cues: 

Purpose/Function: 

Never assert your authority or position of power in a negative way. 
(Do not say "As department chair, I didn't encounter that") 

Always attempt to meet at a neutral location off campus, unless there is 
a purpose to meeting at the mentor's office. 

Be aware of seating arrangements (for example, try not to sit behind a 
desk or large table, instead sit in an equal position as your protege). 

Minimizing power dynamics allows for a less hierarchical relationship 
wherein communication can occur more feely and openly, allowing a 
relationship to flourish. 

Strategy #5: OPENNESS 

Verbal Cues: Ask open-ended questions (for example, "What would you like to 
discuss?" "Is there anything that is conceming you?") 

Guide without interfering, be there if needed, but not overbearing. 

Never attempt to force a subject your protege is not wanting or unwilling 
to discuss. 

Non Verbal Cues: 

Purpose/Function: 

Always make yourself available to your protege by letting her know 
when you are available and how she can get in touch with you. 

Your body position needs to be inviting to the protege (tuming your 
back and crossing your arms make you appear closed). 

An open line of communication between mentor and protege can reduce 
the sense of uncertainty, and make the protege less prone to quit. 
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Openness allows women to gain their voice, and gain confidence to take 
on a more assertive role. 

Strategy #6: LISTENING 

Verbal Cues: Never intermpt. 

Non Verbal Cues: 

Utilize encouraging fillers (for example: uh-huh, yes, etc.). 

Listen carefully. 

Make eye contact. 

Head nod to confirm that you are listening. 

Purpose/Function: Advice is best given after a lot of careful listening. 

Often the protege can talk her problem through; she just wants someone 
to listen to her. 

Strategy #7: ADVICE GIVING 

Verbal Cues: 'Here's one option; however, there are probably several others." 

Give advice on both personal and professional issues, because often they 
affect one another. 

Non Verbal Cues: Tone of voice needs to be confirming. 

Purpose/Function: 

Make eye contact. 

Advice transfers experience and knowledge, which are invaluable tools 
in feeling part ofthe university system, and is beneficial particularly in 
regard to tenure and promotion. 

Without advice, opportunities may be mishandled or missed entirely. 
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Strategy #8: MUTUAL SHARING OF EXPERIENCES 

Verbal Cues: 

Non Verbal Cues: 

Purpose/Function: 

"I experienced something similar; here's how I handled it." 

"This worked for me; you might think about it." 

Tell stories of your own experiences and solicit stories from your 
protege in regard to her experiences. 

Ask your protege for ideas when you are in need of something. You will 
benefit from the mutual aspect ofthe relationship if you seek 
information from your protege from time to time. 

Head nodding in agreement. 

Allows proteges to explore altemative solutions to common problems 
across departments. 

Sharing of experiences provides support by saying to the protege that 
she is not alone in those experiences, dispelling any sense of isolation 
that can arise when problems are confronted without adequate support. 
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PERMISSION TO COPY 

In presenting this thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a 

master's degree at Texas Tech University or Texas Tech University Health Sciences 

Center, I agree that the Library and my major department shall make it freely 

available for research purposes. Permission to copy this thesis for scholarly 

purposes may be granted by the Director of the Library or my major professor. 

It is understood that any copying or publication of this thesis for financial gain 

shall not be allowed without my further written permission and that any user 

may be liable for copyright infringement. 

Agree (Permission is granted.) 
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Disagree (Permission is not granted.) 
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